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State universities vary in presidential search methods
BY LISA W HEAT
NEWS EDITOR

Three Kentucky universities have recently
found themselves addressing the same task:
hiring a new president.
All three offer a different approach to the
search, and all three are in a different stage of
the game.
The University of Kentucky named Lee Todd
to its top position Jan. 23. Murray State's President Kern Alexander announced his June 30
retirement on Feb. 13, just one day before Eastern Kentucky University's President Bob Kustra announced he will leave next year.
When hiring a new president, all universities
face the same predicament: how to involve students and faculty in the process while keeping
laura Deaton/The News the candidates confidentiaL
Jim Rudolph, faculty regent, (left) and Board of Regents
Sitting university presidents who are potential candidates will often not apply for the j6b
Chairman Sid Easley discuss criteria for Murray State's
presidential search at a Wednesday meeting in the Curris Center. unless lhey know word of their interest will not

reach their Board of Regents. Sid Easley, Murray State's Board of Regents chairman, said if a
board knows its president is looking for work
elsewhere, the relations with its president could
suffer, or the board could offer the president a
higher salary to stay.
"You get a real quality candidate and they're
going to hesitate to say to their board and uni~
versity that they're Leaving unless they know
they have a very good chance of getting the
job," Easley said.
So serious is the confidentiality issue that the
UK Presidential Search Committee interviewed
its candidates in Washington, D.C., said Jay
Varellas, a student on the committee.
When Alexander was hired as Murray State's
president seven years ago, Easley said about
two candidates dropped out of the pool when
they were asked to meet with faculty, staff, students and the community.
State law gives university governing boards
the responsibility to hire and fire presidents.

' EKU, UK and MSU each involve their students, staff and faculty in a different way.

University of Kentucky
The University of Kentucky set up a search
committee separate from its board of tmstees to
filter through the list of presidential candidates.
The board was comprised of six board of
trustee members, one alumni, three faculty, one
staff person and two students.
"In choosing a chief executive officer of a university, the board of trustees members will
largely have one set of perspectives," said
Daniel Reedy, search committee secretary. "But
they may not be equally as aware of the perceptions of need in a new president that the faculty, staff and students might have, or as alumni.
The search committee started its search in
June 2000 with a goal to h~ve selected a president by March 1, 2001.
Pleac;e see

PRESIDEHTSI14

• LIQUOR ORDINANCE

Local restaurants
begin to apply
for liquor licenses
BY MARCI O WEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Murray City Council
approved the liquor ordinance just last month, and
the liquor license applications are already being submitted.
City Adm.inistra tor Don
Eli..1s said Fifteenth & Olive
has submitted one application, which the state is currently revie..-.mg. Three other
restaurants, Applebee's, Los
Portales and El Tequila, are
in the process of applying.
The amount of time it takes
for a restaurant to receive its
liquor license after applying
can vary. The appli.cation
first has to be reviewed locally and then by the state,
which usually takes 30 to 45
days.
Fifteenth & Olive owner
Jeff Yates said he thinks they
will be able to start serving
alcohol between March 15
and 23.
"We plan on serving a full
bar," Yates said. "We will
have frozen drinks, cocktails,
draft beer and bottled ·beer,
' as well as bottled wine and
wine by the glass."
FifteenU1 & Olive's hours
will extend to midnight Monday through Saturday with

the kitchen and bar open
during all hours of operation.
"We will probably be hiring 15 or more employees for
those hours we are not used
to being open," he said.
Yates said there will be
changes to the menu as well,
including combining the deli
and grill menus and adding
more appetizers. He said he
plans to schedule bands to
play in a casual atmosphere.
Fifteenth & Olive will take
measures to prevent intoxicated people from driving, he
said.
The Alcoholic Beverage
Commission sponsors classes
and makes videos available
to educate employees on how
to serve the drinking public
and how to notice if someone
has had too much to drink.
"We are going to take full
advantage of that,'' Yates
said. "There are a lot of factors that influence how much
someone can drink, such as
their size."
Other safety measures Fifteenth & Olive employees
will take include having the
local taxi service waiting outside the restaurant for intoxicated drivers and strictly
enforcing the legal drinking
age, Yates said.

Photo illustration by Ryan Brooks/The News

Fifteenth & Olive has already submitted its liquor license application to the state for review and Los Portales, El Tequila and Applebee's
are in the process of applying. These are the first restaurants in Murray to begin the application process.

Elizabeth shooting illustrates danger of weapons on campus
BY JASON YATES

Weapon Possession Charges
Students
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Justin Hull, freshman from
Monticello, was in critical, but
9,000
1
0
0
stable condition at press 'time
UniYerslty
with an apparent self-inflicted
gunshot wound, ~ccording to
Morehead
a press release from the Unistate
8,300
2
2
7
versity News Bureau.
Unjyenlty
The incident occurred at
approximately 5:30 a.m. SwlN/ A
N/ A N/A 1,370
day on the Elizabeth College
Sour~e: U.S. Department of Educatiotl
third floor. Director of Public
Robert Pieroni/The News Safety Mittie Southerland said

Murray
state

t\!ews
A Kentucky law requires
advisers of student
organizations to report any
criminal activity they
witness or know about.
•see Page 7

an investigation is under way
to determine if the gunshot
was self-inflicted. She also confirmed alcohol was involved in
Lhe incident.
The Eli.Z<1beth College incident raises concerns of how
prevalent weapons are on
campus and how difficult it is
to pol ice offenders.
Weapons are prohibited on
campus. "The Student Life
Handbook" states: ''A student
may not possess, use, or sell on

ViewPoint
Loree Stark
discusses
the disappointments
and problems with
collegiate dating.
•see Page 4

campus any weapon (including, but not limited to, knives
and bows and arrows) or
firearm or any incendiary,
explosive
or
destructive
device, including fireworks.
Further, a student may not
possess, use, or sell on campus
any d<mgcrous article or substance which could injure or
discomfort another person."
Director of Housing and
Residential Life Paula Hulick
Please see atZABETH/14

CollegeLife
lntema tional
studen ts often
find it hard to
assimilate into
America's culture.
•see Page 8
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Coach remembers dealing
with student's suicide attempt
BY ERIN RICHARDS
STAFF WRITER

Even after her initial resident adviser training,
Jenny Hengehold never
thought she would have to
deal with an attempted suicide on her floor during
her first semester in the
position four years ago.

$

n

Hengehold, now the
womt>n's rowing coach for
Murray State,
remembered spending a night caring for a resident who
overdosed on anti-depressants. Hengehold said
despite the woman's history of clinical depression,
Ple-.JSe see HENGEHOLD/14
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Murray State
continues its
quest for the
ave crown
tonight against
Eastern Illinois.
•see Page 11

Check out our official
site on the Internet,
www.thenews.org for
more in-depth
coverage of MSU.
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Racer Pride Association will sponsor "Pudding Panic 2001" on April

10.
The event will include wrestling in
four inches of chocolate p udding in a
World Wrestling Federation-size
ring.
Residential colleges and student
organizations can sponsor a team for
$40. The registration deadline is
Wednesday.
For more information phone Brett
Keohan at 762-2659 or Chad Gray at
762-3279.

Lawn mower service offered
by MSU agricultural club
Murray State Agriculture Engineering Technology Oub is hold ing a
lawn mower clean-up and fix-up service as an economical way to prepa re
lawn mowers for spring.
The fee will be $20 for riding mowers and $15 for push mowers. The service wiiJ be available at the Howton
Agriculture Engineering Building on
Thursday from 1 to 6 p.m., March 9
from 1 to 6 p.m. and March 10 from 8
a.m. to noon. Contact Dwayne
Driskill at 762-6187 for mo re information.

MSU telecommunications
conference held in March
In cooperation with BeliSouth, the
Center for Telecommunications Systems Management and West Kentucky Corporation will host a
telecommunications conference, "The
Road to the New Economy," on

NEWS
How to
reach us

\!
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amp us

762-A468

Registration deadUne nears
for Pudding Panic 2001

The Murray State News

March 13 in the Freed Curd Auditorium.
The conference w ill provide information on wha t businesses and local
government need to know about the
"new economy." William Brundage,
Kentucky's new economy commissioner, w ill be the keynote speaker.
Registration, which ends Monday,
is $15 and includes lunch. For more
information, contact the West Kentucky Corporation at 762-3294.

•

Center seeks volunteers

The Camp us Connection Volunteer
Center needs volunteers to visit residents at the Westview nursing home
March 8. Anyone interested in volunteering may meet a t the Curris Center
Rocking Cha ir Lounge a t 4: 15 p.m.
For mo re information, please contact Megan Becker a t 762-3808.

tance, contact the Help Desk at 762-

2346.

Research and fellowship
grant applications available
Applications for internal research
grants, C ISR Regu lar Research arta
MSU Presidential Fellowship Grants,
will be accepted until4:30 p .m . March
14 in Wilson Hall room 104 or 205.
A detailed explanation of each type
of grant and application forms are
available online through the Academic Computing and Technology Services home page.

Applications now available
for travel grant competition
Applications for the Kentucky
Coundl for International Education's
travel g rant competition a re due

March 5.

SGA will meet in Winslow
The Student Government Association w ill meet 5 p.m . Wednesday in
Winslow Dining Ha U.
A forum concerning the wellness
center a nd the presidential search
will be held d uring the meeting.

MSU Webmall deletes
messages after 120 days
All e-ma il messages older than 120
days will be deleted from the Webmail server beginning April 6.
Messages with longer retention
requirements are the responsibility of
individ ual users and should be printed or moved to personal storage prior
to the deletion.
If you have q uestions o r need assis-

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-44 78
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murroystote.edu

These travel grants range from
$200 to $500 and are awarded to faculty or professional staff who will
particip ate in activities that help
strengthen faculty resources for international education. establish more
overseas study opportunities for faculty and students and develop cooperative relationships with institutions
abroad.
If you are interested in applying,
contact Melanie McCallon at 7624152.

Faculty regent nominations
accepted through April 3
Election of a faculty representative
to the Board of Regents for the term
2001-04 will be held April 17.
Nominations will be accepted from

Keepin' warm: Bruce and Diane Hesley of Kevil brave
chilling weather Wednesday to cheer on their son, Preston, a
senior, at a home Thoroughbreds baseball game. Preston was the
winning pitcher in the 4-3 victory in 10 innings over Southern Illinois University. See related story on page 13.
March 1 to April 3. Nomination petitions are available in the Faculty Senate office and require 20 eligible faculty signatures.
The faculty regent will be elt.>eted
by faculty members holding the rank
of assistant, associate and full professor to include full and part-time faculty appointments.
Balloting wiJl be conducted by
mail. For those choosing not to return
their ballot by mail, a ballot box will
be manned by members of the Faculty Senate Rules, Elections and Bylaws
Committee on Aprill7 from 8 a.m. to
3p.m.

Elizabeth College hosts
St. Jude's fund-raiser
The Elizabeth College Honor Society will host a Trivia Champions
fund-raiser to benefit St. Jude's Children's Hospital on March 29 in the
back lobby of Elizabeth College.
There are prizes a\·ailable for those
raising more than $35.
Information is available by contacting Craig Dixon at 762-4027 or at the
Elizabeth College front desk.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Assistant
Nn!'s EditM M11rci Owen a11d Assistant
College Lij't· Editor Scott Gibson.
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Place

Luxury Living for College Students

Rent Starting at

$2 4 5

perperson
per month

4-BR I 4-Bath Unfurnished
Limited Time Only

Features Include...
• 4-br 4-bath & 2·br 2-bath
• Private bath off each bedroom
• Fully furnished & unfurnished
available
• FREE washer & dryer in apt
• Individual Leases
• Minutes from campus
• Very high speed Internet
• FREE Cable with HBO &
Cinemax
• Roommate matching
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool table, foosball & stereo
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Ughted tennis court
• State-of-the-art fitness center
• 9-foot ceilings with ceiling fans
in all bedrooms and living room

759-3003
1700 Lowes Drive
www.MurrayPiace.com
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MUST BE 21 TO ENTER
ON ALL NITES
food menu ~w~il~ble o Pool fable1 & d~rf1
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2069 IRVIN COBB DRIVE - PADUCAH, KY - (270) 575-0508
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~S~recycling~all-ti~ehigh ~·P~~~ke~s~~~'~~~~~~~~~~
BY SEVERO AVILA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Because concerned Murray
State faculty, staff and students
have increased awareness, recycling is at an all-time high on the
campus and in the city.
Facilities Management is at
the heart of University recycling. Not only does it recycle
and produce training videos
and COs, but they aJso publish a
newsletter, " Recycling Update,"
which does just that. It updates
faculty, students and staff about
campus recycling activities.
Murray State was one o f the
10 organizations that received
the "Who's Who in Recycling"
in Kentucky award, according
to the " Recycling Update" of
November 2000 issue.
A contributing factor in the
selection of the award was that
Murray State faculty, staff and
students recycled more than 11
million pounds of material and
saved $180,000 in tipping fees in
the past 10 years.
In 2000 alone, Murray State
recycled approximately 256,130
pounds of newsprint, white
paper, cardboard, aluminum

and p lastic. All this took place at
the new recycling center on the
North Farm.
"We are progressing," said
Wayne Harper, associate building services and grounds maintenance director. "We recently
completed production of a recycling training program, which
several offices and students
have been exposed to."
Harper said the University
has an exemplary recycling program.
''The amount of recycled
material has increased steadily,
mainly because of the new students coming in, and more students becoming aware of the
importance of recycling," he
said.
Marilee Morgan, junior from
Benton, said she notices the bins
in the offices and classrooms to
make recycling more convenient.
"I do know that Murray State
has its own recycling plant,
where they recycle a majority of
the paper, cans and plastics we
use here,'' Morgan said. "That's
why they have those blue and
red trash cans in all the offices,
so we can do our part in the

recycling process."
On a larger scale, recycling
has never been as popular as it
is now. Make a Difference Day
began to give Murray residents
a chance to tum in all their
waste for recycling.
"A lot of people don't realize
that 40 percent of what we
throw away can be resold
and I or recycled," said City
Council Member Bill Wells, who
is also the Murray Family
Resource Center director.
Wells organizes Make a Difference Day each year.
" It does make a difference,"
he said. "(In January) we collected 5,205 pounds of plastic, glass,
aluminum and clothes, plus 30
tons of paper."
These items went to one of
three recycling plants - Stateline
Recycling in Hazel, Mason
Recycling in Paducah and
Applegate in Hickory. Murray's
Make a Difference Day is among
the most successful recycling
programs in the state.
"Some other cities like Mayfield, Paducah <~nd Fulton, have
come to see how our program
work," Wt.>lls said. "They want
to improve their own."

Thursday, Feb. 22
2:01 a.m. A citation was issued
for expired tags at Regents College and Payne Street.
10:55 p.m. A student's keys were
dropped down the elevator shaft
in Regents College.

Friday, Feb. 23
5:38 p.m. Officer assistance was

requested to remove someone
from Hart College.
11:02 p.m. The Murray Police
Department requested Murray
State officer assistance with a
noise complaint at Murray Place.
11:51 p.m. A marijuana smell was
reported in Regents College.

Saturday, Feb. 24

for possession of alcohol by a
minor in the dorm circle.
10:53 a.m. A University employee
reported a fox in the Regional
Special Events Center loading
docks that had been poisoned or
was having a seizure. Animal
control was contacted, and the
animal was put to sleep.

Sunday, Feb. 25
5:48 a.m. An am bulance was

requested for Justin Hull, freshman from Monticello, in Elizabeth College for a self-inflicted
gunshot wound. He is listed in
critical but stable cond ition at
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
6:49 p.m. A subject reported her
vehicle had been damaged in the
Franklin College lot.

12:13 a.m. Jaquis McDuffie, a

non-student, was arrested for
DUJ on 121 near Bailey Road.
12:54 a.m. The Murray Police
Departm~nt attempted to stop a
car on 12th Stn.'et. The passengers
fled the vehicle. The MSU police
department was contacted for
assistance. Marcus Olive, a nonstudent was arrested for DUI,
fleeing and evading, possession
of marijuana and speeding.
2:23 a.m. A citation was issued

Monday, Feb. 26
12:32 p.m. There was a noninjury hit and run on 16th Street.

The subject said a maroon Buick
LeSabre left the scene. The Murray Police Department was
advised and worked the accid ent.

Tuesday, Feb. 27
3:01 p.m. A stud ent had a seizure

on the second floor of the Lowry

Sat. 10 a.'!'.-4 p.m. Need Mor.ey In A Hurry??
'\
A~ ~It You Have A New or Used
~<,yt,ilt"'., Computer, GiveUsACalll
c.oMPV

Mon. • Fn. B a.m.-6 p.m.
I

,

I

Ne~no

Compute.' Sdes. SeMce. &
224 8toOdWaV Poducon KY 42001

I

I
1
L

storewide

ed.

*FREE TUITION
*$ 8000 BONUS
*Officer Programs

Contemporary Sm oking Needs

Tapestries
Posters

Police Beat is compiled by Marci
Owen, assistant news editor, from
materials available from Public Safety. All dispatched calls are not list-

LIFE TIME BENEFITS

Puff n., Stuff 11
Clip this coupon

Motorist Assists - 6
Racer Escorts - 6

with

2 7Q- 443-7400

Black Lights
Smoking Accessories

VVednesda~Feb.28
U :12 p.m . A verbal warning was
issued for loud music on Chestnut Street.
8:17 p.m. A citation was issued
for a stolen decal in the Franklin
College lot.
8:40 A person reported a bumper
sticker had been put on the pain t
of her car while on campus.

PART-TIME WORK

r------------~

1roPE's
I

Center.
3:18 p.m. There was a sick cat
unwilling to leave the rifle range
at Stewart Stadium. Animal control was contacted, but does not
handle cats.
6:04 p.m. A vehicle was broken
into on campus, and property
was taken. It is under investigation.
10:23 p.m. A marijuana smell
was reported on the White College eighth floor.

I

for 1O% off

1
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I
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MSU
would like to thank the following
for assisting with the Spring Career Fairs:

MSU Curris Center Staff
MSU Food Service Staff
MSU Student Affairs
Student Ambassadors
78 Recruiters in attendance
600+ Students in attendance
Faculty/Staff in attendance
Thanks and we look forward to working together soon for the

Fall Career Fair on October 17, 2001

freeze a Marearita Buckets $6.99
1.75 LT Peachtree
Schnapps $17.74

Bud & Bud Lt.
24 pack Cube $16.40

Miller Lt. Suitcase
$17.41

1.75 LT Malibu
Coconut Rum $20.03

750mL Wild
V1nes Wines $3.60

Coors Lt.
Suitcase $17.41

Busch Suitcase
$12.89

750 mL Goldschlager
Schnapps $19.68

1.75 LT Everclear
grain alcohol S27.n

Heineken
12 pk NR $14.64

Mich. or MiCh. Lt. 12 pk NR
$9.51

1.75 LT Bailey's
Irish Cream $41.13

750 mL Jagenneister
Ltqueur $21 .20

1.75 LT Fridays
Blended Drinks $14.99

1.75 LT Skoal Vodka

750 mL 99 Bananas
Schnapps $16.99

$9.62
750 mL Ice 101 Peppermint
Schnapps $1 4.64

Mike's Hard
Lemonade $6.84

1.75 LT Cruzan
Flavored Rums $15.70

Corona Ex1ra
$7.21

750 mL Firewater Cinnamon
Schnapps $14.64

Icehouse
2 pk NR $9.19

1,75 Lt Kahlua Coffee
Liqueur $30.05
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Tequlza
6 pk $6.88

750 mL Arbor Mist
Wines$3.49

Killarney's Red
6 pk $5.77

1.75 LT Salvador's
pre-mixed Margarita $12.29

Red Dog
12 pk NR $5.95

750 mL Barenjager Honey ·
Uqueur $24.99

Ke!!s in Stock!
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ViewPoint

VIEWPOINT EDITOR: LOREE STARK
PHONE:

762-4468

Our View
Issue:
STUDENT
ORGANIZATION

ADVISERS

Week

RECENTLY
RECEIVED A
PACKET DETAILING
THEIR

How many hours of
television do you
watch a week?

NEWFOUND
RESPONSIBILITY OF
STUDENTS•
ACTIONS.
PosiTION:

MURRAY STATE
STUDENTS ARE
ADULTS AND
SHOULD BE

"FIVE OR SIX.

I

DON'T REALLY

TREATED AS
SUCH.

HAVE TIME FOR
ANYTHING BUT
THE NEWS."
L YLE WYATT
JUiliOT, Madisonville

"ZERO. IT
BORES THE CRAP
OUT OF ME. I'D
RATHER READ A
BOOK."
BECKY SHAFFER
freshman. Louisa

"SIX OR
SEVEN. I LIKE
COMEDY
SHOWS."

ESSAH ALOHEISY

freshman, Yemen, Ysmon

"TWENTY-ONE,
BECAUSE IT'S

Turning 18, to most
Americans, is considered
a rite of passage. With
this birthday comes the
privileges of adulthood,
legal permission to purchase cigarettes and lottery tickets, newfound
independence, but most
importantly, the assumption we can take care of
ourselves.
Most of us can agree
the majority of Murray
State students are people
who have a lready passed
this particular milestone.
So when the "The
News" editorial board
learned Public Safety,
acting on a state law,
requested packets be
sent to advisers of all
student organizations
detailing
how
tlu~y
would now be responsible for students' actions
within the organization,
we had only one question.
Why?
After all, the advisers
of student organizations
won't receive pay raises
or a bonus for carrying
the new burden of
watching
students'
every move.
In fact, many advisers
arc not being paid for
their participation in the
first place.
Most advisers choose
to advise a particular
group because of their
love and knowledge of
the topic the group
chooses to study.
Others may volunteer
because the students

simply
cannot
find
someone within their
field of expertise to
sponsor the group.
Granted, such a policy
is not completely foreign
to advisers of student
organizations.
Before, advisers were
expected to report such
problems as theft, possession of weapons, possession of drugs and sexual assault.
Now if the advisers fail
to report such crimes, a
penalty will be placed on
them that could include
a fine or jail time, according to Kentucky House
Bill 322.
It seems most advisers
would use common
sense when it comes to
reporting
violations.
After all, these advisers
must use the same judgment when teaching
class. Is H necessary to
place such a high stake
on an unpaid position?
Given this evidence,
why should the law
place even more strain
on the advisers' shoulders.
They are volunteering
their time and knowledge to students who
want to learn.
The solution is simple:
We are adults. Give us ·
the opportunity to p rove
our maturity and take
responsibility for ourselves before passing the
burden to advisers.
Give us a chance to
prove we are old enough
to be where we are.

The Murray State News
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On behalf of the leadership
team of the Commonwealth
Honors Academy (music professor Randall Black, Women's
Center Director Jane Etheridge
and myself) and of the :.teering
committee that oversees our
work, I thank "The News" for
announcing and supporting this
effort to honor bright students in
Kentucky, southern Illinois, west
Tennessee and southeast Missouri.
We are especially proud of
what we are - a full-scholarship
regional summer honors program that offers serious and
transferable college-level academic credit and continuing scholarship aid, while introducing
students to some of the best Sl'Condary and university faculty
members teaching cre.1tive, welldesigned courses.
We are a bit concerned your
readers might think, given the
front-page headline in last
week's paper the Common wealth Honors Academy is nothing more than a knee-jerk reaction to MSU's failure to secure
the third campus of the Governor's Scholars Program.
This is not the Cc1!'e. In fall 1999,
University
President
Kern
Alexander suggested such a program to the academic deans .
This was long before Murray
State had even applied, much
less been turned down, as a loc.1 ·
tion for the GSP. At that time,
while serving as interim dean of
humanistic studies, I cooperated
in an effort to begin such a program in summer 2000.
Although that was not success-

ful, Alexander decided (rightly, I the U.S. Congressional legislathink) whether or not we were tive schedule?
successful in getting GSP to
Bush has no policy mandate on
come to the western part of the any issue. He got less votes than
state, we should have our own his opponent. The numbers in
enrichment program .
the 2000 election rejected his
Randall Black, Jane Etheridge message. No political theater
and I cherish more than 20 years changes this basic fact.
of experience we collectively
Congressional
Democrats
have working for the Governor's should be setting the legislative
Scholars Program, several of us priorities and agenda for the
in leadership positions. We have nation. The voters have spoken.
the greatest respect for what GSP The Democrats have the manaccomplishes, and in launching date. The Bush Republicans are a
the CHA, we have the utmost minority. In America, the majorcooperation from Aris Cedeno, .1 ity should rule. Bush holds the
friend of ours and the GSP acad- office thanks to the Republican
emic leader.
majority on the Supreme Court.
The Commonwealth Honors No more Supreme Court justices
Academy i~ an attempt to extend like those should be permitted to
the GSP mission, not to replace join our highest court.
it. There are more bright stu Congressional
Democrats
should
use
their
numbers
to
dents than can be served by GSP,
which also cannot admit stu - guarantee moderate, non-partidents from outside of the state.
san Supreme Court appointees.
CHA js not a hastily conceived The title of president does not
alternative to GSP, but an effort make someone the national
to s upplement its effort and leader. Votes make him or her
extend its reach in a part of the the national leader. AI Gore is
state and nation where many the national leader and his ideas
good students deserve such sup- should prevail.
The Bush tax plan should be
pMt.
immediately.
The
Thanks for giving me an trashed
opportunity to clarify and refo- McCain Reform Republicans
and the Democrats agree on tax
cu~ the good news that you
cuts that are moderate. Both
announced last week.
agree the tax cuts should be targeted to the middle classes and
Ken Wolf
the working poor. These groups
history professor
need the help desperately.
The wealthiest 1 percent simBush fails to represent
ply needs no help. Bush wants to
majority of Americans
give them more than 40 percent
of the total benefits. The other 99
To the Editor:
percent of us get less than 60 perMore American voters than the cent of the total tax cuts.
Bush Plan endorsed the DemocThe Congressional Budget
ratic Party agenda in the :woo office reported the wealthiest I
elections. Why are we giving percent of American tax payers
Bush an important role in setting increased their after tax incomes

by 115 percent between 1977 and
1999. The middle class ~ilw
increases of 8 percent, while the
working poor saw decrease!> of 9
percent during the same period.
As you can see, the very rich
do not seem to need a tax cut. In
addition, tax cuts to the middle
class and the working poor are
the most effective way of using
tax cuts to stimulate the economy.
The McCain Republicans ond
Democrats agree on campaign
finance reforms as well as paying down the national debt
quickly. John McCain is the only
Republican who could unify the
nation. He could bridge the partisan rift between Democr,1ts and
Republicans.
Bush could truly act like a unifier instead of just talking like
one by asking Trent Lott to step
aside in favor of John McCain as
U.S. Senate majority leader. We
think Lott might be patriotic
enough to make the sacrifice for
the good of the nation, if Bush
asks. Both Democrats and
Republicans would guarantee
Mississippi be treated kindly in
appropriation matters out of
gratitude.
Bush could not only unify the
nation. He could also help unify
his political party by pressuring
Lott. Are the Republicans big
enough to give McCain the leadership position and power he
deserves? Can Bush show real
leadership instead of showmanship?
Al Laurence and
Stephen Crockett
Co-hosts "Current Affairs-News
Talk Program"
WEKR Radio
Fayetteville, Tenn.

Write to us
"The Murray
State News"
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editor. Letters
should be 300
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Contnbutors
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addresses and
phone numbers
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hometown.
classification, title
or relationship to
the University.
"The Murray
State News"
reserves the right
to edit for style,
length and
content.
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Money should be spent on parking garage
In My
·Opinion

ANDY
CALINGER
"THOUGH

I AM

A COLLEGE
STUDENT, THIS
'NEW MATH'
SEEMS A BIT
CONFUSING TO
ME."

While walking across campus day, and being ever so sly (1
the other day I saw one of Mur- thought), I parked in the only
ray State's beloved landscapers available parking spot- a spot of
using a lawnrnower to "clean up" grass. Returning to my vehicle
a flower bed. As I walked past the after class, I saw something white
man mowing down last year's in color and rectangulilt in shape
flowers, I thought to myself, stuck under my windshield
"Yep, Kern really is leaving."
wiper blade.
Was the wry smile on the landI know what you're thinking; I
scaper's face because he had thought the same thing. But, alas,
secretly wanted to do that for the it was not the work of some helpful soul distributing flyers for
last seven years?
Well, I didn't ask him, but I Chinese restaurants.
Instead it was the work (can we
would like to imagine the mowing as some sort of retribution for call it work?) of a ticket writer.
Who, you ask? Oh, come on,
seven years of "flower duty."
For one issue plaguing stu- we've aU seen that guy who
dents, however, there is no possi- dresses like something straight
ble retribution. That issue hap- out of "Top Cops." He's the guy
pens to be the favori te complaint whose ultimate duty is to cost the
of students: the poor parking con- students their hard -or otherwise
-earned money.
ditions on campus.
While it is true we hate the tickWhile late to class the other

Construction
proves to be
hindrance
In My
Opinion

D EREK
jACKSON
" ALONG W ITH
DISTURIBING
OUR PEACE AND
QUIET, THEY
HAVE DISPLACED
OUR
BELONGINGS
AND MADE
MESSES THEY
HAVE NOT
CLEAN ED UP. "

•

As a student in the residential
college system for two years, I find
the extensive construction work
occurring during the fall and
spring terms to be a hindrance to
my studying time.
Let us start by reflecting on the
recent cable and Internet installation in the residential colleges.
Many of us were awakened from
our deep slumbers or had our
studying interrupted by the cons truction workers.
Along with disturbing our peace
and quiet, they have displaced our
belongings and made messes they
have not cleaned up.
I, myself, have a strange white
powder on the outside of my door.
The powder's contents are
unknown, but its origins are not.
Even though I know these people "work hard," there is no reason
at all to take the elevator one floor
to carry a screw driver to someone
who, for some unknown reason,
does not have their own. I am pretty sure actions like these are what
caused the breakdown of one of
our poor, defenseless elevators.
Regents College is now down to
one elevator for the rest of the
semester, which makes moving up
and down a 10-floor building quite
difficult and time consuming.
Not only has the extended construction caused trouble inside the
building, but also to our parking
lot where many needed spaces
have been taken up or blocked.
This leaves us with a very, very
limited parking area, especially
when members of a certain other
residential college - that shall
remain nameless- use our parking
lot when a half-empty one sits in
front of theirs.
Another question: Why did the
University raise rates for the Internet at the beginning of the fall
semester when it was not provided
for us until two days ago?
The projects are for the betterment of the residential colleges
and help to retain and recn1it new
students.
But, I would like to leave on this
question: Why can't these projects
be started and finished in the summer when none of us are here to be
disturbed?
Surely with the right (qualified)
technicians, th is could all be
avoided and we could live our
happy, little residential college
Jives.

Derek Jackson is a sophomore political
scieuce major from Advance, Mo.

ets we receive, this poor guy arguably the most hated man on
campus- is only doing his job.
The real issue here is not how
many tickets he writes, but how
few parking spaces are available.
With the number of students
increasing ye<1rly, thl• number of
parking spaces is decre.1sing.
Though I am a college student,
this "new math" seems a bit confusing to me.
At the rL..;k of being what has
been called a "talking head," by a
prime example of such, I have
another point to make.
In a recent edition of "The
News," plans for a wellness center were revealed . With such
attractions as a pool, basketball
courts, workout facilities, pool
tables, ping-pong and even an
all-weather track, this would be a

• PoliceBeat OH

powerful tool used to attract
prospective students - all for a
mere $14 million.
In this, the noblest of causes,
there is just one glitch. All of
these already exist at Murray
St,1te.
With the Carr Health pool, the
Curris Center fitness room, the
tennis courts by Regents College,
volleyball courts behind Winslow
Dining Hall and the track at the
stadium, Murray State offers
many distractions.
This $14 million (say it with me,
m-i-1-1-i-o-n) could perhaps be
better spent on adding something
we need, such as a parking
garage. If done properly, such a
garage could add as many as 60
faculty parking spots as wdl as
250 additional spots for students.
For those of you who say it'll

never happen, I ask why not? For
those of you who say the Board of
Regents has denied us for the
past five years, I say we need to
try harder.
After all, w ho writes the checks
around here, the Board of
Regents or the fac ulty? No, we,
the students of Murray State Univer~ity pay the bills.
Wouldn't it be interesting if we
had ,, Student Government Association president w ho actually
supported his or her fellow students?
With the spring SGA elections
just around the comer, maybe
someone will s tand up and do
jus t that.
Andy Calingt>r is a junior Occupativllal Saft-ly and Healtlt major from
lluntsburg, Ol1io

(the record)

Thursday, Feb. 22
12:20 p.m. A No.2 pencil was reported

missing from Faculty HalL
5:29 p.m. A student was walking on the
grass in the Quad.
11:42 p.m. The University president was
reportedly caught humping the shoe tree
again.

Friday, Feb. 23
1:35 a.m. There was a student sitting out-

side the library. He was Chinese.
11:45 a.m. An officer scratched his balls.
2:17 p.m. Several students in the Curris
Center reportedly had seizures from
reading PoliceBeat.
4:06 p.m. Tevcster "T-Dog" Anderson was
arrested for being the only person who sti ll
wears tinted prescription glasses.

were each ticketed for alcohol by a minor,
and then bitchslapped for drinking Zima.

Sunday, Feb.25
12:29 a.m. Someone was seen getting into a
car. They proceeded to start it, and then
they left.
3:56 a.m. A student called to express his
appreciation for Racer Patrol and all they
have done to benefit the campus. He was
arrested for prank calling.
5:08 a.m. A student on acid called in to
report that a psycho Nazi lesbian bus driver from Atlantis was floating outside his
window.

Monday, Feb.26
2:44 p.m A student in Richmond College

called in to report that his roommate
broke his bong. Both were arrested.
4:43 p.m. A student was reported for
Saturday, Feb. 24
walking across campus with headphones
2:12 a.m. Someone was suspected to have
on, singing obscene rap lyrics at a disturbalcohol outside Elizabeth College. It turned
ing volume. After harassing the suspect,
out to be a guitar. The suspect was issued a the officer realized it was an MSU athlete.
verbal warning.
He apologized and then paid the student
9:56 a.m. A male student called in to report $100 as well as promised to blackmail his
a mysterious swollen prostate. Some teachers to give him grades unlike someroofies were found next to his roommate's one who made a" 12" on their ACT.
bed as well as an autographed photo of 9:55 p.m. A disturbance was reported in
Richard Marx. The roommate was arrested. Springer College. It turns out it was just the
11:43 p.m. Several students in Clark newspaper cartoonist entertaining several
College were caught drinking Zima. They fine women simultaneousJy.

•

~~

Tuesday, Feb. 27
were reported for
having a good time.
9:35 p.m. Paul Radke was arrested for getting on everyone's nerves. About time.
10:08 p.m. A student was reported for having a mullet. When the officer arrived, he
explained that we are in Kentucky and
unfortunately mullets are all too common
and not yet illegal.
11:22 p .m. A student was suspected to be
selling drugs in Hester College. His name
is Doug and he lives in room 352. His pot is
not bad ... kind of seedy.
3:08 p.m. Skateboarders

VVednesda~ Feb.28
1:36 a.m. A squirrel was seen going up a

tree.
9:44 a.m. SGA President Michael Thorne

was arrested for having posters of Kern
Alexander in his bathroom.
12:18 p.m. Police suck
3:34 p.m. An overweight female student in
the Business Building was reported for
camel toe. She was immediately arrested.
Racer Escorts - 4
Motorist Assists - 20
Brain Cells Lost While Reading
PoliceBcat- 8,523

r I te?

Collegiate dating not all it is cracked up to be
In My
Opinion

LOREE
STARK

"Bur
COLLEGIATE
DATING IS A
REALM WITHIN
ITS OWN."

Between the painful (OK,
for me) years of adolescence and the post-graduate world, the concept of
collegiate dating is a science far from perfected.
Sure, there are some benefits: no curfews, no parents
eavesdropping on the
other side of your bedroom
door (unless you're in a,
um ... particularly unique
collegiate setting) and no
awk\.vard obligation to sit
next to your significant
other at lunchtime.
And, as opposed to your
post-graduate
friends,
there's no pressure to
marry, exhibit stability or
have that ever-attractive
401K plan. But collegiate
dating is in a realm within
its own. A realm that
encompasses
fraternity
parties, Ramen nood les
and, perhaps most debilitating, the fact that upon
entering any college or university setting, aU student~
have unwillingly met that
hidden requirement to be
completely broke.
So, it's Friday afternoon.
You've checked
your
reflection in the aluminum
border surrounding the
cork board in Faculty H.1ll,
Miss Super-Hot classm.He
is wming your way and
you're ready to ask for the
big date. Sure, you're in

debt to Visa and the University (not to mention
your parents) and you
know your roommate
won't be lea\·ing the tent
he's constructed over his
bed for at le.Jst the next
three days (something
about bringing Survivor to
the dorms).
Nevertheless, you ask for
the commitment of a precious block of her Friday
night time. So she accepts
-if she didn't, this column
would be a lot shorter.
And, if she didn't accept,
never rule out stalking.
Although illeg.ll in most
states, you just may get the
answer your looking for if
you scare her enough.
And now you're left with
that big question: What do
you do? Well, no matter
what hints or ideas I propose to you, I know that
you're going to choose a
dinner and a mo\•ie,
bee<luse no matter how creative, outgoing or Ci'lring
you arc, in the end, nll men
(and most women) will opt
for the dinner and a movie
route for the first date. It's
just a given.
So, forging .lhead, should
your date work out for the
best, here are a few tips to
make collegiate dating as
~omfortable as possible.
First of ,,IJ, to women:

Don't expect flowers or
Women, as much as we
gifts routinely. As stated enjoy fantasizing about
earlier, all college students weekends in Paris, airplane
are broke. Even if your massages or being whisked
honey has five jobs for the away to whatever magical
University, a weekend jt)b wonderland, I think we all
at his hometown and stock understand tha t it won't be
options with Wal-Mart, the happening anytime soon.
second he steps on a col- And we must understand
lege campus it will be this isn't because we aren't
sucked into the black hole appreciated, bu t ra ther
where all college students' because college schedules
money goes. Don't .ugue, just don' t cl llot the time for
don't pester him to get it. Never mind the expense.
Men, I love old movies;
another job. Just resign
yourself to U1is fact. rt will don' t get me wrong. I also
make things much easier in cherish the cartoons you
the long run .
watched as children. But is
Men, for the love l)f God, it really necessary to repeat
get the woman a rose every all of the dialogue? As
now and then . We both women, we understand
know you eye them at the and respect your, urn ...
gas station on occasion worship, if you wiU, of
with your fraternity bud- such nostalgia, but maybe
dies when you're paying the words "romantic comefor your weekly fill-up, but dy" aren' t quite as bad as
you can't buy it because you thought.
Yes, collegiate dating is
you will subject yourself to
the u.ltimnte ridicule. I'm hard. Seeing the sign ifican t
sorry to h;we to be the one other become an t:!X-signifito tell you this, but at some c.mt other can be almost
point in your life, another likt~ divorce. But that's a
male will witness you pur- whole other issue. Ultichasing a somewhat Si!ppy mately, the goal is to make
gift for a woman . Eithl•r the experience as painless
take the high ro.ld and deal as possible for both parties.
with their macho-men nag- Good luck and good datging or LP.ll them it's :-. sure ing.
way to get some Iovin '.
Either way, vour woman l.orce Slark is tile l'iewpoint
will
appreci.lte
the editor at "Tile Murray State
thought.
News."
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Board of Regents solicits faculty input Alcohol survey will analyze
BY M ARCI OWEN
ASSISTANf NEWS EDITOR

The Board of Regents has sent its advertisement to "The Chronicle of Higher Education'' seeking applicants to fill University President Kern Alexander's position.
While they hope to name a new president july 1, the regents have begun the
process on a local level by meeting with
faculty, staff and students to discuss criteria for the University's next president.
Alexander will retire june 30.
The Board of Regents, which is serving
as the presidential search committee, held
three discussions with the faculty in the
Curris Center Theater and one meeting
with the Staff Congress in the Curris Center Barkley Room.
At Tuesday's meeting, five regents met
with College of Humanities and Fine Arts
and School of Agriculture faculty members. They were given a handout on which
they were to suggest how they felt the
president's time should be allocated. The
faculty then addrt.>Ssed the board with
their proposed criteria for the new president.

History professor Ken Wolf said he
wants to have someone with broad experience in a university similar to Murray
State.
"I mean someone who has actually
taught for more thiln a year or two, somt~
one who has teaching experience and
administrative experience," Wolf said.
Assistant agricultme professor Jay Morgan said he wants to see a president who
has experience or contacts in W.1shington,

D.C.
"We aU know that we may or may not
have a shrinking state budget in the yenrs
to come, and Washington funding may
play a very important role in what our
business and \Vhat our structure is like in
the years to come," Morgan said.
History professor Charlotte Beahan said
she wants a president who leads by consensus. Beahan said she would also like to
see the president be more pcrwnable with
people on campus, such as eating lunch in
Winslow Dining Hall or with faculty
members.
With the art galleries as his responsibilities, assistant art professor Albert Sperath
said a president should support academic
freedom and First Amendment rights.

- Free Pool All DaY Loni!
Wednesda» Nitbt
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CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The posters stating 72 percent of 521
:->tudents surveyed have fl)Ur or fewer
alcoholic drinks per week Me highly
visible on cnmpus.
The statistic is from a Health Service:;
survey funded by a grant geart•d
toward reducing high-risk drinking
among college titudents. The survey
was voluntary and anonymous, and
was first given in March of 2000.
Health Services will conduct this
year's survey from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Monday through Thursday in the Curris Center and from 5 to 8 p.m. in
Winslow Dining Hall.
"I think the answers students give us
are honest," said Judy Lyle, health
educator and staff nurse. "The !>urvey
is anonymous, so why would they
lie?"
Of the 72 percent of students who
have four or fewer al<;oholic drinks per
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week, 58 percent seldom or never
dril')k alcohol and 14 percent have two
to three drinks per week. Only 4 percent haw more than four drinks per
week.
Lyle said alcohol consumption at the
University is slightly less than the
national average. Lyle does not percein• alcohol to be a problem.
''It i$ for certain people," she said.
Students were asked if they thought
alcohol was a problem here on campus.
"It's only n problem if you allow it to
be," said Criston Laster, freshman
from Greenville. "CoUege is a place for
teen.1gcrs to learn about reality, and
problems come with reality."
Emily Jackson, freshman from
Buchanan, Tenn., said adulthood
begins at 18.
Said Jackson: "I believe that if we are
grantt.>d the title of adults, we should
be able to make our own choices and
we should set our own limits."
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Not all faculty members at the mt.>ehng
were satisfied with Murray State's chosen
process of presidential selection. An
uncomfortable setting seemed to envelop
the room as history professor Bill Schell
asked the regents why they chose not to
enlarge the presidential warch c;ommittee
to include recommended faculty members.
"Thb; exemplifies the things th.1t havt'
been said about the n.nrowncss with
which decision making is held," Schell
said. "The way in which little or no consultation i~ allowed in making m.1j11r dl'Cisions."
Easley said he was aware o( Schell's
position, but refused to address hlS comments until after the session.
The regents are unaware of how long
the selection process will take, but they do
not want to rush it.
"If it takes longer, it will just take
longer," Easley said.
The Board of Regents will meet with
community members in Paducah, Henderson, Madisonville and Hopkinsville on
March 12 and the Student Government
Association on March 14 at 5 p.m. in the
Barkley Room.
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Culture clash can be positive
BY YUSUKE M ORITA
CONTRIBUnNG WRITER
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Although international students
want to envelop themselves in
American culture, it is easier to
stay close to the familiar.
"Most international students
told me that they want to meet and
make friends with as many Americans as they can," said Mark Galloway, interim Institute for International Studies student adviser.
"But in reality, they are comfortable with being around people
from their own country, if possible."
Testing of English as a Foreign
Language is an admissions test for
international students enrolling in
American universities. Galloway
said scores decreased when interna tiona I students spent less time
with American students.
More than 450 international students arc on campus. Thailand,
Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Germany are the countrie.s with the
most students this semester,
according to an liS document.
Wichien Eampromate, Thai Student Association president, said
poor English ability and cultural
differences make it difficult for
'TI1ai students to spend time with
Americans.
"We eat different things; we do
different kinds of things," said
Eampromate, graduate student
from Thailand.
On the other hand, Joon-Seong

~·
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Exchange students give many
reasons for attending Murray
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFf WRITER

Murray State students are accustomed to
hearing countless languages being uttered
about around campus. But the reasons many
international students choose to study at Murray State is often unknown.
"l had never heard of it before my girlfriend
who is an official citizen in Kentucky mentioned Murray to me," said Pairoj Wattanaskolpant, irregular student from Thailand. "I
looked it up on the Internet and the price
seemed reasonable for a good school."
Other international students were already
exchange students in high school and wanted
to continue their higher education in America.
"I was an exchange student in Paducah, and
some people visiting the school gave me information about Murray," said Keisuke Nishio,
junior from Japan. "I liked it, so I went."
Nishio said education is much different in
Japan. For instance, taking time to choose a

major and swit~hing to a differl•nt major are
much more difficult.
Mark Galloway, interim Institute for lntert;ational Studies student adviser, said Murray
State is home to more than 450 international
students from 62 different countries.
Galloway said international students
choose Murray State because of the safe campus, or they have heard about the University
from family and friends. The cost of tuition is
also a deciding factor for some.
Adjusting to life and climate in Murray can
be difficult for international students.
"The change in weather was a big thing J
had to deal with," Wilttanaskolpant said .
"The weather in Thailand is \Varmer and
humid. I came here in December of '98 in the
middle of winter and th.tt \,..,s hnrd to ndjust
to."
Galloway said difficulties \'ary for students.
They may havt' trouble finding housing, making Arnt?rican friends or even have immigration problems.

Bae, exchange student from Korea
University, said he tries to avoid
hanging around with Koreans.
"If I spent a lot of time with
Koreans, I wouldn't learn English," Bae said.
But it is not easy for him. He said
he is less comfortable with Americans because he cannot say everything he wants to say, and not all
Americans are patient with his
limited English.
"There were two or three Americans and me," Bae said. "We
talked about something. As time
went by, I was kind of excluded
because they talked to each other."
While international s tudents
venture outside their comfort
zones, American students also
have the opportunity to be
exposed to o ther cultures.
"I know there are a lot (of American students) who wanted to get
to know international students,"
said Philip Lee, senior from
Boonville, Ind. "They are just
uncomfortable."
As a Campus Outreach member,
Lee said religion was initially why
he developed relationships with
international students.
"But after that, I just realized
that I developed the appreciation
of other cultures, other countries,"
Lee said. "It's adven ture every
.
,,
tim e.

Lee said he has learned about
life from his international friends,
although it is sometimes a chal~
lenge.

"I can't live a comfortable life all
the time," Lee said. "I realized
there is a great benefit of stepping
out of my comfort zone to meet
people."
Becky Speciale, senior from
Rolling Meadows, Ill., said she
does not spend time with international students because she does
not have any chances to get to
know international students.
"I think a lot of times people just
stay in their own major!>," said
Speciale, who is a music education
major.
Speciale said she would get to
know international students if she
had the opportunity.
Other opportunities are becoming available for international and
American students to interact.
With cooperation from liS, Donna
Wasson, adolescent, career and
specia l education
professor,
invites international students to
her social studies education class
to integrate their experiences with
her curriculum.
.,American students will learn so
much about the world," she said~
liS Director Michael Basile said
residential colleges are forming a
committee this semester that will
help
international
students
become involved in activities.
''International students' numbers are g rowing," Basile said.
"Therefore, when numbers grow,
there are more student~ who are
coming from each of the countries."

English program offers adjustment
BY WINDY MOHEAD
StAff WRITER

Imagine going to college in a
country where you spoke little of
the native language.
For many international students who come to campus, this
problem is a reality.
.
The English as a Second Language program is designed to
prepare non-native
English
speakers for their American classes.
"We prepare students for academic study so they can compete
with other students on the University level," said Debra Redford, budget manager and parttime ESL instructor.
Sometimes international students enroll in University courses
and realize their English skills
lack the proficiency to do well in

the classes, Redford said.
"A lot of our students hear
about us from . word of mouth
from our ESL graduates," Redford
said.
ESL students take about 20
hours each week in the eight-week
term. The classes are tailored to
their level and cover grammar,
reading, writing, conversation, listening comprehension, speech
development, oral skills and error
analysis.
Approximately 85 students are
currently enrolled in the ESL program.
Christakis Yiannakka; from
Cyprus, has been in the ESL program for three months and in the
U.S. for eight months. He could
not take any classes at the University until he completed the ESL
program.
"Yes, I think the ESL p rogram

....

has helped me improve my English," Yiannak.ka said.
The program does more than
work with non-native speakers of
English. It also trains its instructors.
"Murray State is the only university in Kentucky to offer a
master's degree in teaching English as a second language," Redford said.
Redford l:iaid about 40 grad~ate
students are taking master's classes.
With a master's degree in ESL,
program graduates can teach ESL
on the college level or get their K12 teacher certification.
Redford said teaching in the
ESL program can be as rewarding
for the instmctors as the students.
"It's fun and I really love it,"
Redford said. " I .:ouldn' t imagine
doing anything else."
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The
Week
Ahead
A

LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND

To POST INFORMATION IN THE
PHON E 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175.

AROUND TOWN.
CALENDAR,

9

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

• SGA- Applications for Student
Government
Association po~itions available in
SGA office, Curris Center first
floor. Applications are due
March27 at
noon.
• G rades- Midterm grades due,
Sparks Hall, 1
p.m.
• Cinema
InternationalHong Kong film
"The Killer,"
Curris Center
Theater, 7:30
p.m.

• Exhibit- Eastern Kentucky
University faculty works, Clara
M . Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Exhibit- Purchase-Pennyrile
Regional High
School art exhibition, Clara Eagle
Art Gallerv.
• FestivalAthena Festival,
Doyle Fine Arts
Center, all day.
• Cinema
InternationalHong Kong film
"The Killer,"
Curris Center
Theater, 7:30
p.m.

• Exh ibit- Purchase-Penny rile
Regional High
School Art Exhibition, Clara
Eagle Art
Gallery.
• FestivalAthena Festival,
Doyle Fine Arts
Center, all dny.
• Bible studyUniversity
Church of Christ,
9a.m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha, Elizabeth College back
lobby, 10:15 to
10:45 a.m . Rides
to the church of
your choice provided afterward.

• Exhi bit- Eastern Kentucky
University Faculty works, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• FestivalAthena Festival,
Doyle Fine Arts
Center, all day.
• ConferenceCareers and
Opportunities in
Telecommunicalions Systems
Management,
Curris Center
Theater, 9 a.m. to
1 p.m.
• O ark CollegeClark College
Council meeting,
east second floor
study lounge, 9
p.m.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

• Classes- First
• Black Student
Council- Meethalf semester
ing_ Curris Cencourses end.
ter Barkley
• SGA- Student
Room,6 p.m.
Government
Association Sen• Concert- Maynard Ferguson
ate meeting, Curris Center
with his Big Bop
Nouveau, Lovett
Barkley Room, 5
Auditorium, 8
p.m.
p.m. Tickets are
•Play$15 at the door
. "Rosencrantz
and $12 in
and Guildenstem
advance, and
are Dead,"
maybe purRobert E. Johnchased i.n the
son Theater, 7
p.m. Free admismusic department office,
sion with RacerDoyle Fine Arts
card.
• Elizabeth
Center room 504.
• Hester College- College- ElizaHester College
beth College
Council meeting,
Council meeting_
back lobby, 9:15
backlobby,9
p.m.
p.m.

Dave Matthews Band shows change, growth

Music

Review
Album: Dave
Matthews Band
"Everyday''
Grade: A
Comments:
"... Matthews is
able to grow
and experiment
with his m usic
and p ush his
talent to a new
level..."

BY SCOTT

GIBSON

AsSISTANT COUEGE LIFE EDITOit

The Dave Matthews Band has created
a large following since its start nearly 10
years ago, and with a unique sound on
its new album, "Everyday," the band
may attract more fans to its flock.
"Everyday" opens w ith th e a lbum's
first single, "I Did lt." Fans are immediately greeted with a sense this album is
much different than any other released
by the Dave Matthews Band. The song
begins with an electric guitar, an instrument the band seldom uses.
The next song, "When the World
Ends," seems to be a retreat to the
band' s earlier releases. The song is slow,
soulful and full of sexual innuendoes.
("The day the world is over we'll be
lying in bed.") Matthews is able to use
somewhat raunchy lyrics and still create
a beautiful love song.
The sense everything is back to normal in the world of Dave is dirp.inished
by the fact none of the songs on "Everyday" are any longer than five minutes.
The change in style, brought on by new
producer Glen Ballard, is good for both
the band and the fans. It shows

THURSDAY
• Classes- Second half-semester cou rses begin
•Play"Rosencrantz
and Guildenstem are Dead,"
Robert E. Johnson Theater, 7
p.m . Free admission with Racercard.
• Cinema
InternationalFrench film
"Gadjo Dilo,"
Curris Cen ter
Theater, 7:30
p.m . Free admission.
• Concert- Symphonic Band and
Jazz Band II,
Lovett Aud itorium,Sp.m .

' Top

Matthews is able to grow and experiment with his music and push his talent
to a new level, while maintaining the
quality and passion fans have grmvn to
love.
Despite the change, one thing holds
true for any Dave Matthews Band
release: Dave Matthews. Hi:; raspy,
soothing voice-although a bit more
harsh on the nl•w album- penetrates to
the underbelly of the band 's music.
''The Space Between" demonstrates
this. The music is subtle while
Matth ew's voice takes control of the
song.
"Angel," the album's eighth track,
stands out as the most end~aring song.
It is a wonderful combination of sentimental compliments and thinly veiled
come-ons. ("Why do I beg like a child
for your candy?")
Although the band has changed its
Danny Clinch
style, Matthews has not forgotten his
T he Dave Matthews Band shows gro\\1h in its new album "Everyday." The
friends on "Everyd,ty." After appearing
band has changed producers and styles on its fourth studio release.
on Carlos Santanil's hit nlbum, "Supernatural," Matthews invited Santana to Santana fan within the first five sec- thing fans have adored for many years.
join the band on the l...1tln·influenced onds.
Dave Matthews and his band have
tune, "Mother Father." The originator ot
"Everyday" is uplifting at times and again proven they are among the music
the lead guitar lkks is ubvious to any is certainly a differen.l f<~cet to some- industry's foremost music makers.

Our tribe has spoken.
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Albums
1. Dave
Matthews Band
" Everyday"
2. Project Pat
"Mista Don' t
Play"
3 . .Pearl Jam
''Live U.S.
Shows"
4. Silkk the
Shocker
"My World, My
King"
5. Dirty
"The Pimp and
Da Gangsta"

Source:
Sunset
Bo ulevard
and
Terrapin Station
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Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?

-the

The Murray State SHIELD wants you to join our tribe!
A volunteer workshop will be held on Wednesday,
March 7 from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the SHIELD office,
room 228( Wilson Hall. Pizza and drinks will be
provided for all those who attend!
This workshop is aimed at students seriously interest ed in
joining the yearbook staff. Sessions will be held in layout
and design, photography, writing, marketing & more.

The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutiOns have turned to TIAA·CREF
And for good reasons:

• Easy diversificat1on among arange of expertly
managed funds

Investment Expertise

• A solid history of performance and exceptional
personal service

Low Expenses

• A strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full range of flex1ble rettrement income options
For decades, TIAA·CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 10,000 campuses across the country invest torand enJOy-successful rettrements.

For further information, please stop by the SHIELD
office or contact us at 762-4495.

[l.

Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance

·.,
.

,,

il

--,.

Choosing your rettrement plan provider 1s s1mple
Go with the leader TIAA·CREF

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.~~<

t he ye .,book of
m urr1y state u nive rsi ty

THE TIAA-CREF
ADVANTAGE

1.800.842.2776
www. tiaa-cref. org

~-----~------'-----------------1
For more CO!llplete mformation on our !oe<Untres products. call 1 800.842.2733, ext 5S09, for prospe<.Mes Read them carefully brf(J(f you
rnvest. • TIAA·CREf lndrVtdual o~nd lnstllutronal SPrvrcl's, Inc. and Tfi!Chtors PerSONIInvest<Xs ServiCes. Inc. dlstnbute !oe<unties Jl(oduas.
• Teachers Insurance and AnnUJty AssoCJalton ([IAA), NPw Yoric , NY and 'TIAA..CREf Lrfe Insurance Co., NI'W York, NY iss~ msurance and
annuuu~s • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, fSB prowjes tlU$1 seCVJces • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value end are
not bank guaranteed. C 2001 Teachers lnsurancl' and Annurty Assoctatron - Colll'ge Rl'urement ~qu1ttes Fund, New York, NY 01/02

CollegeLife
MCF sponsors concert
to rock Ordway Hall
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

The loudest noises ever heard
in Ordway Hall are usually the
clink of a vend ing machine or
the clicking of keyboards. But
electric guitar riffs will soon
reverberate across the black and
white tiles of the lobby.
Murray Christian Fellowship
will sponsor a concert at 7 p.m.
Tuesday featuring North Carolina-based The Goodbye Letter and Georgia-based Pacifico.
Admission is free.
The Goodbye Letter and Pacifico are "emo" bands. Emo is an
underground style of music
fueled by droning gu itars and
twinkling melodies. The u nique
style has gained a large following across the nation.
"Emo is short for emotional
and emerged from the Washington, D.C., hardcore scene in
the mid-80s," said Derek Price,
senior from Greenville who has
promoted other emo concerts.

"Emo shows influences of hardcore and punk, although it is
generally
methodic
than
either."
Laura Hancock, sophomore
from Dyersburg, Tenn., decided to organize the concert after
her friends in The Goodbye Letter expressed interest in playing
at Murray State.
The Goodbye Letter is currently on a two-month tour,
predominantly in the South.
Hancock recruited MCF to help
promote the concert.
"Murray i:s a good, central
location for their shows and a
good-sized school for independent, touring bands," Hancock
said.
Hancock said both bands are
Christian bands, but the show
will not be based"on that alone.
" I think everyone who likes
Emo and hardcore will really
like the show despite their religious preferences," she said .
''It's going to be about the
music."

The Murray State 'News
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Students take auction blocks to raise funds
colleges. Seiler went to several
sorority meetings and sent e-mails
to other sororities to inform them
With Valentine's Day just of the auction.
"A lot of the guys had their girlbehind us, many residential colleges and organizations across ' friends come to bid on them to
campus have tried to take Cupid's make sure no one else could buy
them," Seiler said.
role by hosting date auctions.
Residential colleges have held
The date auctions are like any
other auction. An auctioneer asks date auctions as well. Regents and
for bids from the audience on the White colleges held auctions Feb.
items being sold . The only differ- 13 in honor of Valentine's Day.
ence is the items. Instead of The proceeds for both auctions
antiques and useless junk, stu- went to Relay for Life.
Ben Cook, Regents College
dents take the auction block in
hopes they wiiJ gain the highest Council president, said 20 people
were auctioned this year, includbid.
Alpha Sigma Phi had a date ing resident advisers, executive
auction for its new pledge class board members and Regents resiFeb. 21. Matt Seiler, Alpha Sigma dents.
The actual date did not take
Phi fund-raising chair, said the
place
on the same night. Regents
fraternity holds date auctions
Laura DeatorJThe News
reser\'ed six bowling lanes at
every semester.
"Usually it's for the pledge class Corvette Lanes on Feb. 15. The Alonzo Pennington, freshman from Princeton, and Dustin
or new membership class," Seiler couples could then bowl at their Crouch, sophomore from Springville, Tenn., perform at the
said. "The money we rai!'e goes lebure, Cook said.
"Regents is a close college," Alpha Sigma Phi date auction last week.
toward their dues."
" We thought the auction was
Some of the living auction items Cook said. " (t was more like ed to do on their date.
Amy Bridges, White College appropriate for Valen tine's Day,
paired up or went as a group, and friends hanging out than an actual
Council president, said she publi- and it went over really well,"
then had the audience bid on the date."
White College was slightly cized the event by p utting up Bridges said. "We are planning
group, Seiler said.
To promote the auction, Alpha more lenient with their auction. posters on each floor. The auction
on having another auction next
Sigma Phi members put fliers in Couples could decide where they raised more than $200 for Relay
year
around the same time."
the Curris Center and residential wanted to go and what they want- for Life, Bridges said.
BY Sc oTT GIBSON

ASSISTANT C OllEGE LifE EDITOR

UniversitY Barber Shop

A VEDA

Barber/Stylist:
--~·"Sharo n Ingrum •Brian Ingrum .Cindy Garland_ _

New Tanning Bed:
•1 0¢ a minute
Open Tue. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p .m .
......ocettea at 105 North 16th St. •753-1953 .....
Ask about haircut cards!

Now Open

llth ~TREET FLORAL and Gifts

1Vil4ttll 4 7ltJ~ti4t

110 N. 12th St. in Murray
7/$J'~~t$$J'~

114 S. 5th St., Downtown Murray

1

First Baptist Church
-

:Msu Stutfents

203 S.

I0%discount off tannine PackUes.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.

4~h

Pastor: Art Heinz
Slfvlcll: Sunday 9 am .. 11 a.m., 6 p.m.
Wednesday 7 p.m.

S t .

Location: 2772 94 E. 753·6695

-.telp for Hurting peopae•

753-3333

0'[51/ cfoa/

737 7 Johnson Blvd.

767-0760
www.oveda.com

Memorial Baptist Church

tn

753-3182

l

t:t

Join us for worship & praise!

Call 'The Murray State News' for information about
advertising your church services: 762-4478

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

8 a.m.-to P.m.
A1. &-Sat.
8 a.m.· 9 P.m.

Dr. Wendell Ray -

Sunday Sch oo l 9 :30 a .m .
Mornon g VVorship 1 0 :46 l!l,m .
Evening VVorship 6 p .m .
VVed . VVorship 6 : 36 p .m .

Tanning & Storage Rental

Hours

Yhe- &senLiul

753-4156

N~ON IBIE.&C:H

Mon. -1bt.rs.

Pedicures
$20 until Spring Break

Goshen United Methodist Church

9:00 a.m. Worship
10:00 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Praise, Prayer, & Worship
For Transportation call: 759·1620

First United Methodist Church
Reverend Larry Daniel
Minister of Discipleship • Norma Reed
Sunday School 9:50a.m.•
Church 11 ;00 a.m.
•

753-3812

"Reality is whatever you make it."

1\-1~ttndRtud~
Ptel'cinss
Tcdtoos

MSU-1V 11 Wonders ...

~od:J

What You Think

Are you ready for Spring Break?
• Artwork by: Stash • $1 0 off any tattoo

• Privacy booths available upon request.
1415 1/2 Main St. 100% state approved

_
759 5600

reality@murray-ky.net

HIGH-SPEED INTERNET

Audio Services

AND

Electronic Repair

CABLE TELEVISION

We repair most all
Car, Home &
Professional Audio Equipment
Fast Service - Fair Prices

IS NOW AVAILABLE!!
Benefit from the following:

- - - 24 Years Experience - - -

•i:Free Installation

Phone: 753-5865
Fax: 753-5869

{::Competitive Rates

r~----------------,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1 •

Marilyn Ray

I
I

Rhonda Durham :
Anne-Marie Hale :
$5 off perm, highlights or 1
color with this coupon
:
HAIR SAlOn

1415 Main St. • 753-4700

I

L____ _:xl!!r!:~~c~ ~,_:0~1- ___ J

*One payment for all MES Services!
~;;Phones

answered 24 hours by personnel

Call Today to Make an Appointment!

753-5312
ELECTRIC POWER & TELECOMMUNICATIONS

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
PO 8oJC 1095 401 Olive Street Murray Kentucky 42071
Phone: (270) 753-5312
Fu: (270) 753-6494

The MSU Society for Collegiate
Journalists is working with
MSU-'IV on a n ew feature to
be seen during
Profile: MSU on Mondays.
Be a one-time m ember of our
focus group to tell us what's on
your mind regarding Murray
State or anything else
tha t concerns you.
The r esulting segm ent will air
one week later at 6 :00 and
9 :30p.-m . on 'IV- 11 as
"what you think!"
• Focus Group meets 7 p .m. ,
Monday March 5th
at 1V- 11 s tudios, 8th Floor
Doyle Fine Arts
• Contact : J enny Gillespie,
Pres. SCJ at 759-0415 or
Stanjen5@hotmail.com

Sports
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Racers outrun Tennessee State 114-100
Bv JusTIN

M c G ILL

Mln'ay Stale 114

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

laura Deaton/The News

Isaac Spencer. senior from Mont~omery. Ala.• slams down bis 40th of 42
points in the Racers 114-100 win 1\acsday night over Tennessee State.

Isaac Spencer did not get to end his final regular season as a Murray State Racer with a victory, but he did
help the Racers earn a win in his final game at the
Regional Special Events Center.
Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala., scored a
career-high 42 points and grabbed a season-high 15
rebounds in MSU's 114-100 win over Tennessee State in
its first round Ohio Valley Conference Tournament game
Tuesday night.
"I dreamed of finishing my senior night on a winning
note and going out to a big standing ovation, but it didn't work out like that," Spencer said. "I'm glad that we
won tonight in my last game at RSEC."
The win comes after a 94-71 loss to Tennessee Tech last
Thursday at RSEC.
"When someone comes in your house and beats you
like that it's frustrating/' Justin Burdine, junior from
Savannah1 Tenn., said. "We had to get all our pride and
determination back so that we wouldn't let that happen
tonight."
The victory over TSU (10-19) did not come easy for the
.Racers (17-11), although it seemed as if it might after one
half of play.TSU scored the first five points of the contest,
but MSU quickly reeled off a 9-Q run capped by a dunk
by Andi Hornig, freshman from ldstein, Germany.
The Tigers kept the score dose, trailing 26-25 after a
basket by Garret Richardson at the 8:53 mark. But the
Racers began to dominate after that, outscoring TSU 258 in the fina l 8:09 of the first half. The Racers led 51-33 at
halftime.
For the majority of the second half, both teams
employed run-and-gun style offenses, with MSU scoring
most of its points on the inside and TSU firing with deadly accuracy from behind the three-point line.
Kevin Samuel, who had been leading TSU's threepoint barrage, committed his fifth foul with eight minutes remaining. The Tigers cut MSU's lead to 85-79 after
that, but a basket by Spencer and two by Burdine put the
Racers ahead 91-79. A three-pointer by TSU forward Don
Offutt brought the Tigers within seven points with 1:43
left in the g.une, but the Racers outscored TSU 12-5 after
that on their way to a 114-100 win.
"They shot 50 percent from behind the three-point
line," MSU Head Coach Tevester Anderson said. "That's
big in any league. A team like that is never out of the
woods. They're very, very dangerous. They had upset in
their minds tonight because they felt like they should
have won last time and they dfdn't."
Spencer also recognized TSU's ability to come back,
which made playing them in the first round tough.
"They have some great shooters, and when you have
shooters like they have the tide can tum very quickly,"
he said.

TSU 100
RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE 17-11 ,
TENNESSEE STATE I Q.

19

laura Deaton/The New~

Chris Shumate, sophomore from Louisville, and
Justin Burdine, junior from Savannah, Tenn.• ~el
ebrate after the Racers advanced to Nashville.
Anderson said the Racers displayed the kind of mental
toughness that will be necessary for MSU to win the
OVC Championship.
"The guys are getting some mental toughness now
and that's what you need in big games," Anderson said.
It shows that they have maturity and that they know
how to finish games out. Whoever we play in the tournament is going to have u,eir hands full."
Spencer downplayed his individual achievements,
focusing on his role as a team player.
"Those things are nice for my family and people to talk
about, but I'm not really concerned about that," he said.
Anderson was not surprised by Spencer's "outstanding effort," knowing how he practiced this week.
"The last two days in practice he's been a warrior and
a leader," Anderson said. "My favorite saying is 'You
play the way you practice,' and he practiced the last two
days just like he played tonight."
Anderson was also plea..<;C<i with the play of the back
court tandem of Burdine and Chris Shumate, sophomore
from Louisville. Burdine, who had been in a slump in
recent games, scored 23 points, hitting seven of 13 field
goal attempts, including two of four three-point tries,
and seven of eight free throw attempts. He also led the
Racers with five assists. Shumate scored 20 points and
grabbed eight rebounds.
"When Justin and Chris are shooting the ball well,
we're a pretty good basketball team, and it helps Isaac
because teams can't double team him when Justin and
Chris are shooting well," Anderson said.....
__
The Racers play Eastern Olinois in the semifmal round
of the OVC Tournament tonight at 8 in the Gaylord
Entertainment Center in Nashville.
"I~s a nice arena to play in," Spencer said. "It's not like
playing at home or on the road. It's got an NCAA Tournament vibe to it."

KEY PlAYERS:
ISAAC SPENCER, 42
POINTS (CAREERHIGH), 15 REBOUNDS
(SEASON·HIGH);
JusnN BuRDINE 23
POINTS; CHRIS
SHUMATE, 20
POINTS, EIGHT
REBOUNDS.
C o MMENTs: "lr's A
NICE ARENA TO l't.AY
IN. IT'S NOT liKE
PLAYING AT HOME OR
ON THE ROAD. IT'S
GOT AN NCAA
TOURNAMENT VI BE TO
IT. " -SPENCER, ON
THE GAYLORD
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER.

Firat Round
#1 TTU 69
#8 UT-Martin 58
'
#4 APSU 72
#5 SEMO 70 (OT)
#2 EIU 102

#7 Morehead 80
#3 MSU 114

#6 TSU 100
Second Round
(Tonight)
TTU vs. APSU, 6
EI U vs. MSU. 8

Championship
(Saturday)
3 p.m. on ESPN

Second half stumble ends chance at trip to Nashville
Murray State ~1 .

Austin Peay 77
RECORDS: MuRRAY
STATE' 7-21,
A USTIN PEAY 15·13
KEY PlAYERS:
M ONIKA GADSON,
21 POINTS, EIGHT
~EBOU NDS;

liZ

STANSBERRY, 11
POINTS.
COMMENTS: "THIS
HAS BEEN OUR
MENACE All SEASON
IS STAIITING THE
SECOND HALF."
-lADY RACER HEAD
CoACH EDDiE FIELDS,
ON GETTING A SLOW
START IN THE SECOND
HALf THAT LED TO THE
lADY RACERS' LOSS.

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

StJrting slow in the second half has been a
problem for the Murray State L.1dy Racers
all se.lSOn. A slow second half start led to a
77-61 loss to Austin Peay m the first round of
the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament on
Tuesday night.
The L.ldy Racers (7-21) trailed by eight at
the half against the Lady Govs {15-13), but
fell bl•hind 18 points with just over 10 minutl'S left in the game. MSU cut the lead to 10
with two minutes left, but Austin Peav hit its
free throws down the stretch to build the
final margin to 16.
"This has bct•n our men<1ce clll season is
starting the second half," Lady Racer Head
Coach Eddie Fields said . ''We came out with
a couple of turnovers, nobody would attack,
it was like everyone was at .1 stand still. J
wind up subbing, and we didn't really get
any more after the sub."
The Lady Racers goal from the start of the
season had bl'en to return to the OVC Tournament semifinclls, where they lost last sea-

son to eventual champion Tennessee Tech.
Fields said he knew they would have a
tough fight Tuesday night because of playing on the road in the first round.
"We kind of thought we were on the right
side of the bracket and everything, we just
came up short," he said. "You fight all year
trying to get this game at home; it's just a
tough game to win on the road."
MSU also dug itself a deep hole in the first
half by shooting 31 percent from the field,
while Austin Peay shot 46 percent for both
halves.
The Lady Racers were led by All-QVC
First Team selection Monika Gadson, senior
from Birmingham, Ala., who had 21 points
and eight rebounds. Liz Stansberry, senior
from Bargersville, Ind., had 11 points.
Austin Peay was led in scoring by Paige
Smith with 18 points. All-QVC First Team
selection Brooke Armistead had 15 points,
while Jocelyn Duke had 13 points and 13
rebounds.
Gadson finished her career as the No. 7
scorer in Lady Racer history, the No. 3

rebounder and also finished in the top 10 in
seven other offensive categories. She was
distraught about the loss, but said the
returning players must pick up the pieces.
"Of course it's going to be a sad time,"
Gadson said. "Everyone wanted to go back
to Nashville because we went last year. But
there's nothing we can do now. The players
coming back are going to have to pick up
where they left off and the seniors are going
to have to move on."
The team must now replace its top two
scorers in Gadson and Stansberry, and the
leadership of Kerri Shields, senior from
Edgewood. Fields said they have already
signed three players for next season, but will
still have to improve their post defense, their
biggest defensive weakness.
''We've struggled defensively inside, and
it showed up tonight," Fields said. "I think at
one point they (APSU) scored 20 points and
16 of them were right down on the block.
Hopefully with some of the size with the
kids we're bringing in, it will help us defensively."

Ryan Brooks/The
News

Monika Gadson,
senior
from Birmingham, Ala., sits
on the bench
after receiving
a technical foul
near the end of
the Lady Racers 77-61 loss
at Austin Peay
in the first
round of tbe
OVC Tournament Tuesday
night.

Men's OVC Player of the Year award should have been shared this year
Sports Talk

jASON

BILLINGSLEY

" WE WILL
LEARN

IF

HASSELL'S HYPE
AS

THE BEST

PLAYER IN THE

OVCIS
JUSTIFIED."

Austin Peay's Trenton Hassell is one only player in Division I basketball to
of the best players in U1e Ohio Valley be in the top five in his conference in
Conference, and will be a first or sec- scoring, rebounding and assists. And
ond round pick in Ule I\I'J3A Dr.1ft in a he certainly had the hype as the "best
couple of months. But he did not player you've never heard about" from
deserve to be OVC Player of the Year ESPN, "Sports Illustrated" and "Play. boy Magazine." He was third in the
by himself this year.
Ha-.sE'U does have the crede>ntials to OVC in scoring and rebounding,
hold the award, but l think it should fourth in assists, eighth in field goal
h,we been a three-way tie u,is year percentage and ninth in free throw
between Ha!'sell, Eastern lllinois' percentage and three-point percentHenry Domercant and Murray State's age.
But on a team that was picked to win
lsaac Spencer.
All three players were the keys in the OVC and definitely had the supgetting their rL>sp•.octive teams to where porting cast to do so, APSU finished
thcv ,ue in the OVC Tournament. But fourth in the league, thanks in large
sin~c none of the three schools won the part to Has::;t.:>ll being held to four
OVC regular-season title, tl1e award points against Tennessee State in the
should be shared by them. Hassell and last game of the season. A win in that
Domercant had the best years statisti- game would have put them in a thrL>ec,llly among the three, but Ike's leader- way tie for second place, and Austin
ship on a young team cannot be mea- Peay would have had a coin flip with
MSU for the No. 3 seed .
sured by stats alone.
Has:sell did have l\fVP stats this year,
Hassell did not exactly show why he
for the second-straight yeclr being the was the OVC Player of the Year on

Tuesday night against Southeast Missouri State, shooting 5-for-21 from the
field, and only scoring 20 points
because of hitting 10-of-12 free throws.
Hassell will see the Gaylord Entertainment Center for the first time in his
OVC career tonight, while Spencer has
seen it in each of his four years and
Domercant in each of his two seasons.
Spencer and Domercant had solid
games for their squads on Tuesday
night. Spencer had a career-high 42
points and grabbed 15 rebounds, just
two shy of his carL>er-high. Domercant
had a solid game scoring 22 points and
grabbing seven rebounds.
While Hassell has had all of the hype
and stats, you cannot ignore the season
Domercant has had at EIU. Going from
sixth man to the No. 3 scorer in the
nation, and being rated one of the Top
25 small forwards in the nation by
CBSSportsline.com. He was also third
in the OVC in three-point percentage,
fourth in free throw percentage, sixth

in rebounding and seventh in field
goal percentage} shooting fewer shots
in the paint than Hassell.
ff you want an argument from a bas·
ketball source about Domercant, look
no further than Spencer, who said after
the Feb. 10 game on ESPN 2 that
Domercant was the best player he's
ever played against, because of his
ability to ~hoot or drive off of his onebounce dribble.
Domercant, along with fellow EIU
teammate and All-QVC Pirst Team
guard Kyle Hill, led the Panthers to a
second-place tie in the conference after
being picked to finish fifth.
lf you argue the award 5hould go to
a senior, then Spencer should get some
consideration. Leading a team with
less Division I basketball experience
than the starting lineup~> of all other
OVC dubs, Spencer helped the Racers
maintain their preseason second place
ranking. He also beCame the leader of a
talented, but young basketball team

many fans gave up for dead after
December. And he still has the stats
worthy of sharing the award.
Spencer was fourth in the OVC in
scoring, seventh in rebounding, ninth
in assists and 15th in field goal percentage, and is also the No. 6 all-time
leading S<'Orer in the conference. I don't
remember seeing Hassell's name in the
top 10 of that list.
\-\'hile Hassell and his talented team
struggled toward a fourth-place finish,
Spencer took a young team and helped
them develop into "The New Blood" of
Racer basketball, finishing one-win
short of a share of the conference title.
Going into the most unpredictable
OVC Tournament ever in Nashville,
one thing is for sure. We will learn if
Hassell's hype as the best player in the
OVC is justified.

jason Billmg!'l~ is the sports editor for
"Tile Murray State News ."
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Isaac Speru::er,
~helly H enshaw
Isaac Spencer
and Shelly Henshaw are in this
week's Racer
OVC names Spencer, Gadson
SportUght.
Spencer, senior
AII-OVC First Team
from MontIsaac Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala.,
gomery, Ala., and Monika Gadson, senior
scored a careerfrom Birmingham, Ala., were recently
high 42 points
named men's and women's All-QVC
and grabbed 15
Ftrst Team selections.
rebounds in Mul"Spencer has been named to the first
ray State'.s 11+100
team three consecutive years. He ranked
victory over Tenfourth in the conference (20.8 ppg), sevnesst.>e State .in the
enth in rebounds (6.9 rpg), ninth in assists
first round of the
(3.9 apg) and 15th in field goal percentage
Ohio Valley Con·
(48 percent).
terence TournaSpencer is sixth on the OVC's career
ment on Tuesday.
scoring
list with 2,226 points. He is also 28
Spencer was also
rebounds
shy of joining Popeye Jones as
~Selected to the
the
only
MSU players to score 2,000
AU-QVC first
points
and
grab 1,000 rebounds in a
t(?am this week
career.
Henshaw,
Gadson earned her first selection to the
sophomore from
first
team after being named to the second
IUtica, had the
team
last season. She leads the OVC with
best individual
a 9.7 rebounding average is sixth in scorperformance for
ing (15.3 ppg). Gadson also ranks third in
Murmy State in
the
OVC
Indoor
the conference in blocked shots (0.78
1
Track and Field
bpg). She scored in double figures in 22
Championships
games this season, including a run of 18
last w~kend at
straight, and has recorded nine doubleEastern Illinois.
doubles.
Henshaw placed
Justin Burdine, junior from Savannah,
third in women's
Tenn., was named to the All-QVC Third
pole vault with a
Team, and Antione Whelchel, sophomore
leap of 7-61/2.
from Gainesville, Ga., was an honorable
mention.

F-.M

1SU assistant football coach
suspended for first three games

to

Fastfact
On March 1,
1986, Mike Tyson,
U1e most intimidat~g powerpunching boxer
ever, won the
heavyweight
ch,lm pionshlp by
repeatedly knock·
ing Trevor
!Bcrbick to the
canvas during the
second round of
their title bout.

Le Andre Creamer, Tennessee State
assistant football coach, has been issued a
three-game suspension for striking an
opposing player in a game last season.
A videotape, which was recently
received by the Ohio Valley Conference
office showed Creamer strike an Eastern
Kentucky player with a forearm on Oct.
26,2000.
Said OVC Commissioner Dan Beebe:
"There can be no tolerance for a coach
striking a player and a strong message
to that effect must be delivered,"

MSU rifle team qualifies for
NCAA Team Championship
The rifle team qualified to compete for
the 2001 NCAA Division I Championship
in Columbus, Ohio, beginning Thursday.
The team ranked sixth among the eight
teams to qualify for the smallbore competition and seventh to qualify for the air
rifle competition.
Crystal Kern, senior from Laramie,
Wyo.; Ann Proctor, senior from Garden
City, Mich.; Jill Livesay, junior from
Eubank; and Morgan Hicks, freshman
from Tacoma, Wash., will compete in the
smallbore event. Hicks also qualified to
compete for the individual title by entering a score of 1165 (out of a possible 1200),
12th best in the nation this year.

Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball

Standings

Standings

OVC Overall
TIU
13-3 20-8
EIU
11-5
19-9
MSU
11-6
17-11
APSU
10-6
21-9
SEMO
8-8 18-12
TSU
7-9 10-19
Morehead 6·10 12-16
UT-Martin 5-11 10-18
EKU
1-15
7-19

....
........,
nu ..

OVC Overall

ITU

15-1

23-5

EKU
APSU

14-2
10-6

22-6
15-13

SEMO
9-7
UT-Martin 6-10

14-13
13-15
10-18

Morehead 5·11
TSU
5-11
MSU
5-11
EIU
3-13

Men's Basketball
Schedule
OVC Town.tNnl at N•h•ill~
Ftldoy • ~ad finals
r..,_ re<'h vo.
Peay, ~>p.m.
r....m IIIlnob vo. M=•Y SW.. a p.m.

"""un

~tur<Uy · Ciwnplomltip
l1\J/~1J .... f'IU/ MSIJ,3 p.m. (ESP:~:)

8-19

Women's Basketball
Schedule

7-21
7-20

OVC T........,tatnl at Nadvilk
frid.ly • Stmiflulo
T...-T.m,._ T.....-:-lartln,

MSU qualified for the smallbore competition with a team score of 4618, fired at
the sectionals held at MSU's Pat Spurgin
Rifle Range on Feb. 9 to 11.
MSU will compete against defending
national champion Alaska-Fairbanks,
Kentucky, Xavier (Ohio), Navy, West Virginia, Tennessee Tech and Nebmska's
women's team.
Kern, Proctor, Hicks and J.T. Hearn,
junior from Carrier Mills, Ill., will represent MSU in the air rifle competition.
MSU recorded a score of 1535 at sectionals
to qualify along with Alaska-Fairbanks,
Nebraska's women's team, Kentucky,
Xavier (Ohio), Tennessee Tech, West Virginia and Jacksonville State's men's team.

'Breds sweep three game series
against Wright State
The Thoroughbreds hosted a threegame series against Wright State this
weekend, winning all three games by one
run each. MSU won both games of Satu rday's doubleheader (5-4 and 8-7) and 9-8
on Sunday.
With the 'Breds trailing 4-2 in the seventh inning of the first game, Todd Satterfield, junior second baseman from
Henderson, started an MSU rally with a
double. Billy Moore, junior left fielder
from Columbus, Ohio, followed with a
single. Josh Ridgway, senior right fielder
from Lander, British Columbia, sent Satterfield home on a fielders choice.

120

117

Hester
Clark
Springer-Franklin
White

Elizabeth

104
102
91

89
83
44

Richmond

Sports Briefly is compUed by justin McGill,
assistant sports editor.

Fraternities

Residential
Colleges
Hart
Regents

After Ridgway was thrown out
attempting to steal second, Garner Byars,
sophomore center fielder from Louisville,
walked. Moore scored on a single by Brett
McCutchan, sophomore first baseman
from Evansville, Ind., and Byars scored
the winning run on a single by Zach Bidwell, junior designated hitter from Evansville, Ind.
The 'Breds scored five runs in the first
inning of the second game Saturday, but
Wright State tied the score at 6--6 in the top
of the fifth. McCutChan scored on an RBI
by Mike Voyles, junior shortstop from
New Washington, Ind.
In the sixth, Moore doubled and scored
on a single by Ridgway, giving MSU an 86 lead. junior relief pitcher from Campbellsville, struck out Wright State shortstop Brad Olinger to give the 'Breds an 87win.
MSU had to survive another late Wright
State charge in the series finale on Sunday.
The 'Breds led 8-3 after seven innings, but
Wright State plated five runs in the top of
the eighth, tying the score at 8-8.
In the bottom of the eighth, Preston
Weatherly, senior third baseman from
Murray, singled home Voyles to give
MSU a 9-8 lead. John David Poynor,
senior pitcher from Murray, walked two
batters in the top of the ninth, but did not
allow any runs, saving the 9-8 victory for
the 'Breds.

Alpha Tau Omega
Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi
Sigma Chi
Alpha Gamma Rho
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Pi

Sororities

70
62
54

Alpha Gamma Delta 66
Alpha Omicron Pi 66
Alpha Sigma Alpha 64
Sigma Sigma Sigma 56
Alpha Delta Pi
16

so

42
36
30
22

ur..... s•
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TSUI3

APSUIO
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APIU72

SEMOlOCGn

BU102
.,.,
.....•

MSU 114
TSU 100

nu•
ur....._u

w_.•.._
FM. M
Ill'. . . . . .

nu1s

TSU71
~70

EXUil

EIU17
501011

Mar••··· 81

Ftlb.P
APSU77
MSU i l
Monill id 82

EKU.
ur~ •
SEM013

TTUII
TSU81

noon
f'.&st~rn J<enhocky vs. Auatin Peay 2 p.m .
.So.turday • Cllamplnn•hlp

TTU/UT·Martut vo EKU/APSU noon
(T•po-delay FOJ< ~ Ntot South)

Sourc.e: ESPN

Check out the ·
sports section of
"The Murray
State News
Online" late Friday
and Saturday nights for full
coverage of the OVC
tournaments in Nashville.
www. t:henew&.org/Dl&U/!iport:!l

99 Bottles of Beer on the Wall
How many drinks do you have every week?
How many do you think your college classmates have?
Come to the 2nd annual alcohol survey and let us know what you think
about your own and others drinking habits.
Get a chance to win cash prizes.

Position Available at The Murray
State News for the 2001-2002
•

Applications
due by
5 p.m. Of'
Monday,
March 5 .

• _____$
Want a new look for Spring Break?

~~

Winslow Cafeteria
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Sponsored by the MSU Coalition for Alcohol Risk Education
(Coalition made up of students, faculty and staff). For more information contact
RN-C, Health Educator & Staff Nurse at Health Services - 762-3809.

~

• Try the new John Paul Mitchell Systems "The Color" / ~~
• We can now foil, highlight and color in one process!
J

March 5-8
Curtis Center
2nd Floor Concourse
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

~~~

•Formal Hairstyles start at only $25•

~~

Shanzpoo, Cut & Style $15-women • $11-men

MSU Students-10% off

Tanya and Jana now accepting appointments for formal occasions.

I
r,.:_r
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'Breds beat SIU in 10th inning Track teams set 25 personal records
STAFF REPORT

The Thoroughbreds extended their winning
streak to six games with a 4-3 extra inning win over
Southern lllinois on Wednesday.
The 'Breds (8-2) jumped out to a 2-0 lead in the
first inning when Billy Moore, junior from Columbus, Ohio, scored off of a double by Brett
McCutchan, senior from Evan sville, Ind.
McCutchan then scored on a single by Brian
Boeshko, junior from Apopka, Fla.
MSU added a run in the third w hen McCutchan
singled to score Moore, who reached third on an
infield single by Gamer Byars, sophomore from
Louisville.
'The 'Breds led until the eighth inning when the
Salukis (4-6) tied the contest at 3-3.
The game remained even until MSU left fielder
Moore hit a one-out double that scored Josh Ridg·
way, senior from Lander, British Columbia, in the
bottom of the tenth inning to win the game. The
win avenged a 26-10 Saluki victory over MSU in
Murray last season.
At this time last year, the 'Breds had only one
win, something 'Breds Head Coach Mike Thieke
said was related to the team's youth, as five of the
nine starters had no previous Division I baseball
experience.
"The big thing this year is the experience our
players got last year," Thieke said. "We knew
down the road with experience, this team would be
very good. We wan ted to at least be over .500, but
we felt we were capable of a star t like this, but it's
just a start and there's a long season ahead of us."
Preston He:;ley, junior from Kevil, had his third
const.•cutive solid start for the 'Breds, giving up
only four hits and one earned run in seven and onethird innings. Rick McCarty, junior from Campbellsville, received his first victory of the season
after relieving Hesley in the eighth inning. He
struck out two batters while giving up no runs on
no hits.

at conference indoor championships
BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
STAfF WRITER

Ryan Brooks/The News

Garner Byars, sophomore from Louisville, is
doubled ofT after a line drive to SlU's shortstop
in the bottom of the sixth inning.
Thieke said the coaching staff had planned in
advance to start Hesley, a right-handed pitcher, in
Wednesday's game because three of STU's hitters
are left-handed.
McCutchan was MSU's leading hitter for the
afternoon, going 2 for 4 with two RBis and a run
scored. Moore was also 2 for 4 and scored three of
the 'Breds four runs.
The 'Breds currently have the best record in the
Ohio Valley Conference and have a chance to distance themselves from the rest in the non-conference standings with a three-game homestand
against Northern Illinois this weekend. The series
opener is today at 2 p.m., followed contests Saturday at 2 p.m. and Sunday at 1 p.m.

Although the men's and
women's track teams placed
fifth and eigh th, respectively, in
the O hio Va lley Conference
Indoor
Championship
in
Charleston, Ill. on Saturday,
Head Coach Bob Doty was
pleased.
Host Eastern fllinois won the
men's meet with 212 points, followed by Southeast Missouri
State, 151; Eastern Kentucky,
9 1; Tennessee State, 48; Murray
State, 47; and Morehead State,
23.
Doty said he did not mind the
fifth place finish because of the
improvement.
"Of 38 or so athletes we took
to Charleston, we had 25 personal records," Doty said. "All
of our throwers and runners
had PRs and it was just a great
improvemen t a ll around."
Brian Krippen, fresh man
from Delphos, Ohio, placed
fourth in the shot put with a 508. Jeremy Kirk, junior from
Aloha, Ore., came in third in
the 5,000-meter r un with a time
of 15 minutes, 12 seconds.
Mario Riley, sophomore from
Colorado Springs, Colo., placed
fourth with a time of 7.01 sec-
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~~Murray's
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I Ill A llRIVERS·fll1 110\11! l!A~Tl::K,
Rt.1tl<>o:1l l>e home: wttkt-nd' on 2001
·1000 Sign.On-Sim up to S .~1 t.-pm :2U
omlo, bmil)' n~t'tlu::tl, dcm:ll, H\11 Kl,
4011\, ""cauon pa)'. Run l'5Q0.3000
".oekl~ mOo lbtlx:d trJinong 01\'llLI:thle
All IL•,otgn<.-d oon\'cntion:ll lim Min 1
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famthd come fln.t! C:tll ~2S.!lj,38
:10\1111\C

http J/www.n~hi.nlm.noh.,twv/PuhMcd,
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C':.tllll'><:lnrs k1tclwn,
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t'n<<"<L drtH'I'li l'or 1r.u11111~ .md plal'l"lllt'OI
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, un WI.'Ckl> C.lmmon\\<':lltl, Trutl.. Dri·
''Cr> Srhnol Cull loU h"e· R'77·97().404.~.

EI.LAGIC ACII'l •. Rc:.-e-.ll"'."hcd t>y Amen
cnn C1n..:cr Soclfl)i, NIH ~nu <~herN fur
n<:tr!)' a dec:Jc.k. Fonally a•·•il.lhle a~
nutntivrul 'llpplcment. O.er 400 pubft,ll<.'d !>lUdiC.'>. ~rch for flllj::i<: \dd bt

Ill:! YOIJR 110:1,' P.~:<.,lhle )l'l()() [Uft·
lime montblr. pn"L"~ing ln•urnn<c
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Ollke ,~ Nll(hl W.otdunan 1.!0 1~•.-.tlnn,.
C.unp Sh:onc (11771 914·~1 il Wt."h:
.... ww.cunp,h.ont•, tun

HEALTH

\Tf.fL lltlllOIN<-;S; ~er~ Wintrr ~1om-..
fur< e c:lncell.ltion• t.imllc:U .uxk.l\imll·
o.:U colors .~Ox i'J, IOx60, 'iOx I00, 60xl 'iO.
i!O< 160. lnOxl~. ~':1(101'}' dln:c:tl Huge
s:J\Ing,! C•lll>-.>le R0().7~1 ·9!62 .

•
•
•
•

th,":ltn:. d.mre, ~n..., <r.or~ <:er.unk.-o.
woodworkln!l, ~t;tined gl:as.<, wd>.'i!te
dc:sl!!n. delkrnp pubfo:~hon~t, phot0f!l'3·
ph)', vkiL'O, wdj~htvfltnc._, 11)'11UU."ies,
un hc:ry, !((>If, volkyh:lll, mller·hockey,
lat'f'OS."-', soet'l'l', ln'lcl>:lll and ba.•keth:lll'
Nun.O, kou:hc:n tllld O(l<!l:WOO.• totaff 11lso
n,'t!d..'(!. '\\'ode r.angc of paid intcrn:>hips
for tn:ln)' m3~>r•' June: 16-Aultll>l 16.
llcno:fll.,, InClude: lr.Iinong, ~>JUry, U'-'001•
mod.otlnn, fnoo.l, !;Jundt)• =nd tr~'d
ullowan"''· Appl)' online =• "'"'"' hon·
lOtl<.':lnlfl.'>.C:<lon or cnll (f!OOJ ~I·So\~8.

monthly p:oymt:ru& Free color <":lt;ll<JR.
G;J II
toda )'
11004)42·13 I 0
WW\\1 nJ> t.'IN:In.com

AUCTION

CH~XA

jOII. INli'Kl':Sitll'! <; Jln!lll ko<l• slonlmt'l
<'31111'~<' In NY, MP, PA .ui<.I'~/V :;o.oek G.:n·
I!~• I <!oun~;do:m< ~nd Gooup i.<:'ddcr~ pi<~~
A<11\'ll) SJX't'l.ol"t' tlnr.l l>ln:ctoli'N wlKl
t.:~dJftvadJ: ~nnt>, ~wlmoninl(. cl11nl.,.
11\)1, ha,kr~•dunl!, <'liVIng, rnnunu1n hU,.
lng, nJturc, k.oyuktnl!, l'.>noconx. ~><tilln)l,

'it'Ot.Ff TANNIJ"G !lEO.~ TAN AT
HO~ll!l Buy duc:ct lind s:tYd Commc:r·
etJI.Ihomc unu., frnm S199.00. Low

~~~~-. KE'!I.-n iCKY A~tERICAN Te<:n/l'rt...
t<-.:11 Prinn:..> St:hobr>ohlp P..>!COnt for
gorl.• ~·2•l f'RT •ideo .-;: brochun~ l!006l..t-6R51 No m3kl··up for young S~rls
C.}-121.

Slli,'JJ ' ·

flO K I ZO NC.A M I'~ ,COM • St::\1M I! K

OW"N YOUR OWN COMPANY! Over l!MJ
hil(h qu.lltty lr.ll1l·ht>-t!.' Jllailahle lor purrh:IS<', 20k and up The Fr•nt·h''"
Authnrity, loc. 'Toll free 1117·79l·lll01.
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DRIVERS: Fr.1nklln Colk:gc Now TrJin·
~o e>epenence 381<, 1st )'Or, full
hcncfib, rn<.'dical, 401 K, 1-4 c.by COL
tr.lininrt. IU!tlon n:unhut:.<mcm If q1oali·
fled. C:IJI RAA-(>4'i-ll5Q'i, OjX'fit.'flced dn\ 'CI'S c-all 80().,9'\R-235.\.

'"lt'

DRIVERs LOOI\.! Get )'OUI CJa...,, A CDL
1n j\L'>l l'i <bvsl Grc-dt ioh upponunltics
a\"JJbhlc ~~oith tu1tlon reunburscmcnt, If
qual1ly. Get on lhe nllJ co :1 new cm:<.'f
& '-am bi~t buck.>l C:lll fl66.314-41157
Rt:f~j.

I>AI\'Eit\ Nonh Amo:rk~tn Van Lin<"' ha•
"l""olnM In l.uMhlit'll, f(,·lu•:attnn, Rl:lnh·twrJp, .ood Fl;llhc:tl OceL<. Minimum of
3 11111011" r>it/r <'Xpo•ri.:nc<' l'e<}Uin:d
Tr.lllt>r purdt:t'iC otv~tl:lhl,•, \:~llllOC1·34R
ll47, f>o:p1 KY~
lliUVFRS·Ii<>lllC I'.'Wl'}' we.-kt:nd, No
Nt:W ''ork Coty! \.<onlp:my· Pay ha>t·d 111'1
experience, f.II'<W hend1L,, Own<'l' c1pc:r·
uhlr: .~~ :1 mok•, fud ~urt'l~:~~c. flll)"
l>a~~<' pl.nc/pc:rmiiS!Iucl wxc~. rc:imhur..c:
tollov'...::Jk'll. t..:~'" llltrdl3"" rn>!ll':lm
av.>lllhlc, Rot1·9-i!l-67ti6, W\\W.cpe>(ran.~·
port.l<>lll.

DK1Y£R.()>mpany Dn<-c:l'li un<l Owner
Opt:rJtor.;. Qtll tnc.b)' 11nd :1.'ik :ohoul our
jtte:lt new comp~ns:lllon and brmu>
packagQ! Boyd """'· BO!).S·U~n lt>O,II

c:all ~33-Hnl. OOE.

I>RI \'ER·Il p:l)'M to Man with us. call SRT
uxby sn-2-W-7l9J or sn.BtG·PAY·
llAY, gll.':lt pay, p3kl wc:o:kl~·. exC'CIIc:nt
ht:llt'fltli, Sl,250 ~~~n-on honu,, •tuc.knt
~trJdu3te:> W<!kr>me. :.outhem RdriJ!CT.lt·
c..'tl TrJO.'fX'"·
llKIVI·:Rs. cwcr the n>ad, 3S 'Ute;. ftll

DOE..., YOt;R PAY PACii:A(iE CO~ti'ARil?
I year OTR cxpcncnre pap i7C';, ol\llt:•
home every 5-7 day~! II II<IC:S ur t'mm
therc:l Need we sJy 111[)re> lk"nland
t:xprc'' 1!00--HI-49'\J \\'Ww lll'JIIl,lr'l<l•
exprcs.-,.com
ll<:<llcucd rt:I(ICIOal ,~ ll'l K
Tr:tn'l">rtJIInn now JV:nlahle up to
$~,lJOU tuiu<>n tt:'lmhurscmt:nl li>r cxp<·ri•
cnn'<.l driv.:rs, l"ow lllnn11 f~>r \'Jn<,
Oath<"<i-, 0.{) & uululwol dlvbl(on.< lkJO,

DRIVERs
~wilt

ZIH-H7R5 .
nRr\'F.R·Dn•.: With pri<lc! :<>un up"' j<l¢
for '"'"" 41t ror leom.., All •1>nu<>,
nO.OOO IJOnu>. EO£ Cnnt.><:t KLL\1
8!1(».92S·SS'i6 or KU.\1.com
DRIVER: F.:1m up 10 }ic :1 mtle to libl1
l'uU b<:nt:fot' p:t'I..~R<= A.'!.<lgtiL'<.I uomt·n·
don;~! t'OU dnve home: Sl,'lOO Siww.m
bontJ, Wl(h 1 yeu lhthed expcrk:nn~!
C.:1ll 800-441-<i271 exL "'£1'13'i

LEA 'I! Pl'RC.HA.'\E·,99 ~nd newer tnKk.<,
no down p:lymcru ; honwtime 6-JO c.b)');
lv~~o· fXIYilll:nt.,, lllC :a mile, lo:ldt.'(l or
cmpt~· Ms. C:un<'>' 800-231·'1209 £01!

milcal(<' t'!ltc lo'l'.lJcd •. 91)•1ud E111pty .Hl,
F.quipmenr·4H.·i0Z, r~'<l<llred. G•ll lnf
mor.: onti>nnation1 I~~N Tro~n.'l">rt:lllun,
1~•• LouLwlllc, 1\'Y 1100-(>U•I~:\l.
ORIVF.R.~. Solo" up tn 4SC J'!Ci 1111lc,
t<:'.nn• up II> .41<: J>cr tllilc, t'Ortlr;h.tlll"<
.111<1 ~II mflc:,, l.ea-.e npticmo ,1\':ul. CNu
tn!>flt:'Y tluwnt l'ud lnnmtovc.< & morel
C.1ll Rurlln,l(lnn M<l(or carrom liOIJ.'iR3·
9';t}l

()RIVERS: Wattlt'<.l tt:ao~'single dr1vcr~
211-34 <.'efiL'. must havl' 2 yea"' cx[lt'n·
enced, he-Jith ltl><>r:lii("C ~V'~olahle, r~mify
t}'P<' :umosphcre. Cull Tony at ~2-SIS.
1496.
l'lRIVF.R.~•OTR...'it:lr

Tt'!lt\.'fXll'l, lrn; H~•
packi.lgto Expcrtc:f\<....0 driv=; con sun up to ~c per
mole, full <"'>OlJ~O)' ht:nt:fiL~. c:xrellenl
home tlmi:, gte:21 mol<'l'. lllu.'>l h:Jvc Cia.""
A COL & he oblc to JU'' DOT plty,;loJ
and drug liCT<Tn. Tr.unl~ :sv:d!Jhle !!()().
974-41621800 541l.ffl82 ex1 Ro<;/877·

:an

t:J.dll~ flc:\\' P'IY

850-8184. "'"'"''..o;unr.~n'P<'rt.cum
SR,OOO
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COUF.Gl'

I NFI'D 'IRl:CKSI Uwnt>r operator.
(> lJllll lud MIH harj(l'. l'ul'l OIS·
n•uot ~~0+ milt'~ p.:r tlly. Wcckl~ on
111m· •'<111t·nwn" Hn-'IRJ ·6ll4

l'I!St:RA:-IC.I! SAll'.'•. R<·prt·,.,nWIIVI' In
markt't nl'w <'On<t'pt ltfc pmdutt EM.•h·
llsh<:<l dient b·.,.t· ln."""' ,·.osy N.llt: &
I!•>Od k:ou •uppl)". Tr.llnu•ll ~ hcrwllt<
prnvldt."li {'.,II IIIII Wi.,c, AAII·,Hfl.\142
lor 1nh:rvic"

Rlt pill +

I>RIVI'RS NI'I'I>F.I>, Ofit'f lull ncncllcs &
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I>RIVfR·CAJ\'<.'n~ol
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GUARD . 1\1' .'IIJiional Gu.ud

BEAUTY COI'StJLTA~ . hltc·rn.uion:ll
l'>lllp;ony '>c:o:k• tnllh idu:ob "11h ")·e for
he.mty und pa.o;.,inn fnr ~'l<•-cllcn<l! fie'
tblc: h<>Urs Full 11'J1111n11. Nn c:xpcncr~<c
""~"""'r'f For mtcrvoc\\ t-all· 1!00·929-

Tr.on,pon Ccx"t to
run.• Tt.-:~m., ..un up tn .o~(.c,
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llRIVI'RS
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IIAA-~(i 1·211(>(> No up-lrr•nl ll:.:

S·iOk In $fltlk yr

FRJE!I<OlY TOYS ~NI> GIFTS th:mk.' our
c.k::tl•·rs In~ thc:ir
re<.·ord llrt"Jking 2000. Hundred' won
<.'a.'>h, prizes. t"l". f\n.-..:~rolt' :a host.,.,.,
<k::>(<'l', OUIUI!t'r 11(•)4AA-4Jl"'~
A.\! ERICA.>; AIR fORCE. Juh' a•arlable

Ill m'Cr I '10 "fX!C~tltn:<. plu., up to
SJ7,000 t.'flh,tnlt'lll hcKlus, up tn SJO,{J()O
..rudcm loon n.-p;t)'mCnt , pnnr .crvi<.'C
~ntngs. lii!lh·o;chool ~rnds age 17·27
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lht,l Entry·

ll'e n~'t.'<l 'l:om~ pro""""'"" now! :-In
~rx·rlc:n<'e nt:<.'<lt:d \JI·tfiii"Jon.
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"CASH IN A FLASH"

Largest Buffet"

Fri & Sat 11 a.m.- 10:30 p.m. Sun-Tbur 11 a.m.-9:30p.m.

'E'LMexican
,..C£803!
Restaurant
~tltb

AlTENTION ORIVI!R..,·NO I!XPERII,NCI!
i"f.CF-'-'iARY! T\1C Trao,pon.uinn n<'CO.,
dnvo:r-.. $6SO lt":lr:lni<'Cd \\'ttkly, J><Kcntl:ll to C".lfll S900 flt'' w~"Ck or more :md
.ull.l{et home weekends! Fnr Clll. train•
·~ rnU 1!0().2()(~7364
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Loans On An~thina Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales
Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV's
Stereos • Musical Equipment • Coins •
Jewelry Stamps • Baseball Cards •
Antiques • Miscellaneous

713 S. 12 St. Murray

Dine-In Carry-Out Catering
Gift Certificates Banquet Room

~
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onships.'~

The team continues to
improve on the field individually and is starting to show
some team unity.
"One thing I noticed was the
overall team unity we showed
at the meet," Bowersox said.
"It's sometimes hard to get
pumped up indoors at someone
else's arena, but when you have
40 teammates cheering behind
you, it's a big boost."
Doty also noticed the support
the team is starting to show.
"Some of the younger ones
arc facing college athletes with
three or four years of experience and it can be tough to handle for them, but our seniors
and juniors are doing a great
job to pick the young guys up,"
Doty said.
The next meet will be March
23 to 25 when MSU travels to
Alabama. Then after a short
meet March 31 at SEMO, the
teams trJvel back to Cape
Girardeau on April 7 for relays.
On May 4 and 5 Murray State
will host the OVC Outdoor
Championship.
s,,id Doty: uwe are looking
forward to hosting and realizing that you can compete and
s leep in your own bed a t
night."

..........

"' ·( 1 ·~ 1

Sunday Buffet
Fresh Buffet
Served All Day
Soup
Super Dessert & Fruit Bar
759-2348
Hand-Dip Ice Cream Bar
406 N. 12th St.
Served 7 Days A Week
(Next to Pizza Hut)

i

DRI\iFRS·TRACTOR TRAILER Nl!\\'
PAY SCALI!, paid orit•ntJtion,
o:arnln~t potcntl~lup 10 $'i(),IJ()(l
year,
full hcnclk,, new ut<xlcl •·unvt·ntlnnal
tr.t~l""· qu:11ity hnmo: tunc, NJ.tional &
OTR driver' n<'<."<k'<.l NO -.n ·mNI'S
PI.F.A.\E. Cull ARCl'IC I'XPRFs~ HOIPJZ7·
CJ.I31 www an.1o<.~P"""' ~om. I' 0. Hox
129, Holli:Jn.l, OH 4}1126.
~IARTING

onds in the 60-meter dash.
"Indoor really is not our
strong point because, for example, in the shot put you only
throw the ball, whereas out·
door there is javelin th row and
the discus, two events which
we will do well in at the outd oor meets," Doty said.
Also for the men, David Bowersox, junior from Owensboro,
earned second place in the pole
vault after dear ing a 14-9.
"I was pleased with my jump
because after getting a PR earlier in the season I had hurt my
back and wasn't performing
well," Bowersox said. "I'm
healthier now and looking forward to the outdoor championships."
Some bright spots fo r the
women included Shelly Henshaw, sop homore from Utica,
who came in third in pole vault
w ith a leap of 7-6 1/2. Amy
Williams, senior from Carmi,
Ill., placed sixth in shot put.
"The wom en continue to
improve just like the men have
don e all year," Doty said. "We
have a young women's team
and the signs of improvement
are good as we go along and
prepare for outdoor champi·

9:30a.m.

7:30p.m.

753-7113

Tune-up your engines with
the right parts from

..... '-' ...... a..."'-

I

(PG-13)

"Authentic Mexican
Cuisine At Its Finest"

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.

769-9247

1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

1006 Chestnut Street
(Next to Cheri Theatre)

753-4424
:
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"Sweet November" ?~•·••••
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"Recess: Scbool'a Out"~::::
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PRESIDENTS:
Schools use many
ways of hiring
From Page 1
The search committee interviewed
about 25 applicants from a pool of
about 180 people.
The committee was originally
going to present the board of trustees
with three to five candidates from
which to make the final selection. But
one candidate was offered a job at
another university before the board
made its choice, and another candidate dropped out of the pool for
what he said were personal reasons.
Nonetheless, student representative Jay Varellas said he was pleased
with Lexington entrepreneur Lee
Todd as the final choice- and he was
grateful the student body had a voice
in the process.
"Since students aren't at the uni-

HENGEHOLD:
Duncan said
talking helps
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she had been adapting well to college life and had even joined a
sorority.
"We knew to keep an eye on her
and she seemed to be doing fine,"
rlengehold said.
But the story was different when

versity for very long, sometimes they
are forgotten because they don't stay
around/' he said.
Alan Kaplan, a faculty representative on the search committee, said the
di\'ersity in the group helped its
members to better understand each
other.
"I think having the faculty represented provided an insight into academics and what the University is
really all about - something that the
board members see from a different
perspective/' Kaplan said. "They're
here once a month. We live here, so
there's a real difference in the appreciation of what it takes to be a president."
The EKU Board of Regents had not
met since President Bob Kustra
announced his resignation Feb. 14,
but were scheduled to meet Thursday.
Board of Regents member Barbara
Ricke was on the board at the time
Kustra was hired three years ago. She

With considerably less time than
EKU and UK to find a new president,
the Murray State Board of Regents
met last week and appo~ted itself as
the search committee to choose the
next president. Elected faculty, staff
and student regents serve on the
board with eight governor-appointed regents.
Michael Thorne, Student Government Association president and student regent, said his constituency
could trust him to cast his vote for a
president with them in mind.

Hengehold went to check on the
woman.
"The girl actually answered the
door, but she was shaking really
bad and I remember seeing six
empty bottles of pills," Hengehold
said. "At that moment her mom
called and begged me to take her
to the hospital."
Counseling and Testing Director
Bill Allbritten said noticeable
changes in behavior are often associated with pre-suicidal actions.
"Some people speak specifically
in terms of killing or hurting them-

selves, but others are more discreet, withdrawing from social
contacts, settling affairs, giving
things away and/ or resolving outstanding issues," Allbritten said.
If someone sees suicidal behavior in a friend, he or she should
seek help.
Renee Duncan, psychology
department chairperson, said one
of the most important suicide prevention measures a friend can take
is to specifically talk to the person
about his or her condition.
"People sometimes think if they

ask a person if they are suicidal, it
will plant the idea in their head,"
Duncan said. "If the person says
he or she is suicidal, contact someone to keep the person safe. Call
Counseling. Call Public Safety.
Call 911. Call Hle 800 number in
the phone book. But don't try to
solve the problem yourself."
Duncan encouraged troubled
students to visit the University's
Counseling and Testing Center or
the Psychological Center in Wells
Hall, which both offer free counseling to students.
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said people must comply
to an honors system
because weapons are hard
to monitor.
"If someone chooses to
ha,·e some type of weapon
and we receive information
about that, there are consequences," Hulick said.
Hulick said violators can
be permanently removed
from a building or the University.
Southerland said anytime a tragic incident
occurs, it makes others
wonder what could have
been done to prevent the
situation. She said she
hopes the community will
have n heightened awareness of why regulations
against weapons in school
exist.
''When the inevitable
conflicts happen ben..•een
people or someone gets
b<1d news of something,
and a weapon is available,
it often escalates the situation," Southerland said. "If
weapons aren't available,
people tend to deal with it
in a less than lethal fashion,
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Card security
in place for
student safety

in a way that you don't end
up with permanent or
irreparable damage of any
sorts."
Currently, card access to
the residential colleges, 24hour desk coverage and
security cameras are in
place to help ensure students' safety. Both Hulick
and Southerland agree
extreme measures such as
metal detectors are not in
the University's best interests.
"You really have to work
at trying to strike a balance," Hulick said. "When
you have ~ople living in a
residential college room,
you want them to feel comfortable and feel like it is a
place they want to be ...
without creating a fortress
where they feel restricted.''
Southerland said she
realizes hunting and recreational shooting are hobbies of many students, but
she encourages students to
leave their guns at home.
For example, she said a
person could be cited for
weapons possession if they
had a gun locked in the
trunk of their car parked
on campus.
Southerland said she
encourages students who
are aware of someone in
possession of a weapon on
campus to contact someone
who could handle the situation.
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"They know I'm not going to make
a poor decision on their behalf," he
said.
Board Chairman Sid Easley said a
new president should be appointed
by July 1.
The regents hnve not decided
whether faculty, staff and students
will meet the candidates before one is
selected as the next president, Ea~ley
said.
"Until we get a consultant and
meet as a board, we have not made a
decision as to what the process will
be," Easley said.
The board has held three meetings
with faculty and one met>ting with
the Staff Congress to solicit input on
what qualities they want in the
future Murray State president. Additional meetings are scheduled for the
Student Government Association
and community members.
Said Easley: "We wanted to make
sure that all the constituents of the
University were represented as well
as they could be represented and yet
have a very manageable committee."

Eastern Kentucky University

said four prospective presidents visited campus. Faculty, staff and community members met with the candldates and were invited to forums to
share their input.
The board of regents - which has
student, faculty and staff representatives - made the final decision. The
process took six months.
"Dr. Kustra had so much class by
telling us (early) because this is a
lengthy process," Ricke said.
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A lpha Omicron Pi cordially invites the following men to our Spring 2001 Crush Dance
from 9 p.m. - 12 a.m. on March 6 in the Curris Center Dance Lounge
Sam Aguiar
Doug Akin
Jason Albritton
Timmy Alonzo
John Arington
Sam Arnett
Justin Arnold
Jake Austin
Todd Bailey
Jake Barden
Brian Barnes
1eremy Bader
Jon Bell
Bobby Bersky
Jason Billingsley
Jeremy Blackford
Michael Blackston
Alex Blane
John Blane
Cody Brahm
Nate Brooks
AJ Burnett
Craig Butler
Ryan Cain
Michael Cancler
Connor Cantrell
Nick Cansler
Dominic Carnes
Vince Carter
Stewart Childers
Craig Clayton
Matt Clemson
Sam Clymer
Mike Cooper
Cliff Cothern
Cullan Couleas
Brach Crider

Robert Cunningham
Eric Daugherty
Joshua Davis
Ryan Drane
Gordon Dugan
Duke Vaiga
Cory Edwards
Jeremy Edwards
James Egbert
Adam Fackler
Michael Faulkner
Mark Fitch
Chad Fogle
Andy French
Ben Furlong
Grant Gangon
TJ Garrett
Nathan Garvin
Nick Garvin
Shannon Gilkey
Clint Gill
Jon Goad
Ben Gross
Bryan Guess
Clint Hampton
Shawn Haden
Billy Hansen
Casey Godfrey
Josh Foster
Chad Hankins
Brian Jackson
Isaac Spencer
David Hatcher
Daniel Harrell
Clay Harrison
Fulton Hart
Marty Hawkins

Bryan Haysel
Matt Helton
Jerrod Heltsley
Kevin Herron
Tim Hinton
Derek Hughes
Travis Humpkey
Craig Hoffman
Chad Holiday
Aaron Hooks
Mike Horner
Shawn Haskinson
Matt Houser
Tyler Jacobus
Will Jerome
Jesse Johnston
Casey Jones
Chris Jones
Harris Jones
Mike Junkerman
Matt Keel
Scott Kelly
Eric King
Brad Kerkhoff
Mike Knacke
Sam Lacke
Paul Lamb
JW Lane
Chris Lawrence
Drew Lawrence
Justin Locke
Jus tin Lovell
Kevin Lowe
Adam Lowry
Matthew Mangino
Michael Mangino
Josh Martin

Richie McClerkin
John McDaniel
Jon McGregor
Matt Meier
Jason Midkiff
Greg Miller
Josh Miller
Shawn Miller
Brandon Molle
Josh Morris
Nat Morris
Ryan Mullins
Casey Naber
Russ Oates
Michael Oliver
Tyler Olson
Will Owsley
John Pendley
David Perlow
John Pettit
Josh Bailey
Albert Cartner
Ryan Domesick
Scott Dotson
Adrian Tharpe
Jeremy McKay
David Brasher
Kevin Brown
Bobby Stinnett
Stuart Phillips
Brandon Powell
Chad Price
Josh Prichett
Jace Rabe
John Rader
Jake Ray
Ken Ray

.

Kyle Reitz
Robin Rhea
Kyle Richter
Kyle Rickard
Jason Rush
Aaron Russelburg
Jeremy Sacharnoski
Scott Sageser
Chris Sanders
Todd Satterfield
Josh Scholl
Josh Scott
Ryan Seay
Trey Seidel
Brad Simmons
Bryce Spencer
Jeremy Story
Jason Strode
Pat Strothman
John Sullivan
Justin Taylor
Gary Templeman
Jared Thomas
Drew Thompson
Kris Trogden
Derek Thompson
Jeremy Toombs
Reese Torrence
Ral f Tuennermann
Brent Underhill
Addam Vessa
Aaron Walters
Justin Watkins
Todd Whitsell
Michael Williams
Daniel Willis III
Joey Woods

Jon Wright
Adrian Yeiser
Bryce Yonts
Bart Peach
Derick Blast
Miller Grumley
Michael Thorne
Joey Funk
Gabe Kaelin
Chris Shumate
Kyle Tracey
Ryan Lewis
Barrett Glastetter
Clayton Leigh
Scott Whitsell
Eric Crane
Jody Heath
Corey Sugg
Nathan McDaniels
Bobby Sanders
Brad Cecil

